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chapter 1

introduction

the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday commonly

known as the LDS church currently has over 30000 volunteer

missionaries 15 serving within 190 missions throughout the world

2 more than threequartersthree 79quarters percent of these missionaries are

young men between the ages of 192519 1- 525 young women commonly

in the 213021 year30 age range represent 13 percent of that force and

older couples represent 8 percent of the total 15

missionary service in the LDS church is a vital part of its
organization members are taught from youth that one of their major

responsibilities is to share the gospel with all peoples throughout

the world 3 hence many men and women answer the directive of

their prophetleaderprophet toleader serve voluntarily without pay for two years

if a young man or one and onehalfone yearshalf if a young woman older

couples may choose to serve six months one year or one and onehalfone

years

half

A significant concern of the LDS executive missionary

committee which is comprised of church authorities is the health of

the missionaries particularly those who serve in countries where

the risk of disease is high 4 under the direction of the

missionary committee a mission presidents survey was conducted in

1971 by the churchs health services corporation to discover the

I11

15
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extent of missionary health problems it was determined that 72000

missionary mandaysman weredays lost that year due to illness

51 at that time the missionary force numbered 12562 and thus

the per capita illness ratio was computed to be 5.73573 days per

missionary per year 61 in 1974 that information was updated

and total lost time due to healthrelatedhealth problemsrelated in the mission

field was estimated at 80000 days 7 the per capita illness

ratio however decreased to 4.55455 days because of the increase in

missionaries 8 although no new statistics have been generated

between 1974 and 1980 it is believed that total lost time due to

health problems has increased if for no other reason than the

increased number of missionaries

while it is known that there is a significant amount of

lost time in the mission field due to injury and illness

understanding of missionary health problems is at present
sketchy and inadequate A need exists to more accurately
identify the causes of missionary illness so that action
can be taken to improve preventive efforts 51

currently there is a paucity of published research on

missionary health although independent researchers have studied

disease related to the american traveler and serviceman in foreign

countries the research on missionary health is highly limited

91 because of the general dearth of relevant information on the

topic of missionary health the mormon church has found a need to

more clearly define the health problems at hand hence the following

problem was proposed
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hypothyponhesiscesis

statement of the problem

the purpose of this study was to determine the effect of

illness and injury on mormon missionary activity time

subproblems

in addition to the general problem specified the following

subproblems were considered

I11 what was the effect of selected variables on ill
missionary lost time and other dependent variables

2 what social and emotional health factors as reported by

mission presidents were related to missionary health

null hypothesis

missionary illness and injury will have no effect on

missionary activity time

delimitations

the study was designed to identify variables related to

injury and illness found among LDS missionaries serving in seven

randomly selected missions throughout the world

the main model in this study used mission health and sex

as independent variables dependent variables included hours

worked age nativity months in field laboring city population

monthly mission cost living conditions diet preexistingpre cond-

itions

existing

adequacy of medical care and specified social and emotional

factors one specialized model however utilized ill time lost

3
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companion time lost and total time lost as dependent variables

independent variables included mission sex diagnosis pre-

existing conditions preventive adviceinstructionadvice medicationinstruction

taken nativity age months in field laboring city population and

monthly mission cost

definitions

adequacy of medical care A subjective rating by ill
missionaries as to their judgment of the quality of the medical care

they received it also referred to a subjective rating by well

missionaries as to how adequately they judged the quality of medical

care available in their mission

agegge the number of years from birth to date of mission

experience

balanced diet an average daily food intake composed of two

items from the milk group two items from the meat group four items

from the fruitvegetablefruit groupvegetable and four items from the bread

cereal group all food groupings are based on the basic four as

espoused by the national dairy council

companion time lost time lost by companions of ill mission-

aries from proselyting or welfare service assignment as a result of

ill111 missionaries injury or illness

elder A mormon male missionary

energy level the amount of energy a missionary judged he

was using to accomplish his proselyting activities

ex

0

comp anionanlonannon

1 11
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frequency of illnessinjuryIllness theInjury total number of injuries

and illnesses experienced by the missionaries in selected missions

throughout the world during a specified time span

health A term which described the physical condition of a

missionary if a missionary turned in an injury or illness report

his physical condition was classified as illlillii otherwiseotherwi his

condition was categorized as well

health prevention advice andor instruction advice andor

instruction given to missionaries which they felt specifically

helped them avoid or prevent injuryillnessinjury

health

illness

problem an injury or illness reported by a

missionary or mission president

hours worked the estimated weekly total number of hours that

missionaries engaged in missionary activities

ill111lil time lost time lost by ill missionaries from proselytproselyte

ing or welfare service assignment as a result of injury or illness

injuryillnessInjury precedingIllness mission preexistingpre conditionexisting

any reported illness or injury which individuals experienced prior

to fulltimefull missionarytime service that continued to bother them while

on missions

mission A geographic region wherein missionaries are

assigned to work under the direction of a mission president

mission president LDS official responsible for directing

the missionary activities in designated geographical areas or

missions 11 72

hi s physiphaysi calcai condicondl ti on cl assi f i ed i 11 se hi s

precedingmission

mi ssionassion
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missionary one who is called by the president of the mormon

church to serve as a representative of that organization for a

specified length of time

missionaryMissio activitynadynany time time spent by missionaries in any

one of the following activities 1 studying church publications

2 teaching church doctrine to non members 3 attending church

meetings and filling church jobs when asked to do so by church

authorities 4 traveling from one place to another to find people

interested in listening to their message and 5 fulfilling welfare

service assignments

missionary committee A committee composed of church

authorities and leaders who oversees all missionary activity of the

LDS church throughout the world

missionary effectiveness A subjective term referring to a

mission presidents judgment of how effectively he thought a

missionary taught church doctrine

missionary emotional health A term referring to a mission

presidents rating of how emotionally healthy he thought a missionary

to be and how happily engaged in a missionary work he felt a

missionary was

missionary interpersonal relationships A social factor in

which missionaries were judged by their mission presidents as to how

well they got along with their companions and others

missionary motivation and enthusiasm A social factor in

which missionaries were judged by mission presidents as to how

selfmotivatedself andmotivated enthusiastic they were

mission
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missionary native A missionary who serves his mission in

his homeland

missionarymissionarysmissionarys system that system which includes selected

members of the LDS church whose objective is disseminating informa-

tion about the church on a fulltimefull voluntarytime basis for a specified

length of time 73
monthly mission cost the amount of money expended by a

missionary on living expenses in one months time

months in field the number of months a missionary served

on a mission

previous episode of injuryillnessinjunyillnessInjury anyIllness reported illness

or injury by missionaries which was a reoccurrence of the same

condition experienced earlier while in the mission field

proselytingproselytproselyte the time spent by missionaries in actingtradingtr and

teaching church doctrine for the ultimate purpose of converting

individuals to the LDS belief

sister A mormon female missionary

standard of living A subjective numerical description of

living conditions in the mission field based on comparison with

living conditions at home

total time lost combined time lost by ill missionaries and

their companions from proselyting or welfare service assignment as a

result of ill missionary health problems

welfare service assignment A missionary assignment

involving one or all of the following areas I11 serving as

resources to welfare services committees 2 teaching personal and

monthlymission

L
P

ass ignmentignment

MissionaryS

Prose lyt
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family preparedness 3 utilizing community and church resources

4 conducting welfare services proselyting 5 promoting

missionary wellbeingwell 11being 11
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chapter 2

REVIEW OF literature

history of mormon missionary work

just before the resurrected christ ascended into heaven he

charged his twelve apostles to go out into all the world and preach

the gospel to every creature 12105 in response to the saviors

instructions the apostles proselytedproselyter in palestine and in most if
not allatl of the nations surrounding the mediterranean sea despite an

initial increase in converts during the apostolic period however

mormons believe a great apostasy gradually developed wherein true

principles of the church of christ taught by the apostles were

distorted into debasing rituals and corrupting doctrines eventually

the gospel was losttost to mankind

mormons assert that a restoration of the true gospel occurred

in the early eighteen hundreds and was brought about by divine

revelation to joseph smith this restoration culminated in the

official organization of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter

saints

day

on april 6 1830 anxious to share the message of the

latterdaylatter saintday church with others and mindful of the charge given

the ancient apostles by the savior joseph smith immediately began

a missionary program on april 11 five days after the organization

of the church oliver cowdery preached the first public discourse

ever delivered by a latterdaylatter saintday elder 12105

9
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shortly after this sermon joseph smith oliver cowdery and

peter whitmer jr left on a mission to colesvillecolesvitlelesvilleColesCo newvitle york where

newel knight the first convert to the church was baptized others

from colesvillecotesvillelesvilleCotescolesCo alsovillevitle joined and thus the growth of the church offi-

cially commenced 12105

another early mormon missionary sent one month later was

samuel smith a brother to the prophet joseph on june 30 1830 he

left his home to distribute the book of mormon LDS scripture in the

countryside near palmyra new york 1347 although he encountered

persecution and little immediate success a copy of the book of

mormon that he had left with a minister of another faith eventually

landed in the hands of brigham young who later succeeded joseph

smith in the presidency of the church

missionary work did not focus solely on US citizens

joseph smith called four elders of the church in october of 1830 to

preach the gospel to the indians on the borders of missouri the

indians treated the missionaries kindly and listened with interest

to their message however indian bureau agents soon became jealous

of the mormon elders and forced them off the reservation 1479

despite active opposition from others the church continued

to grow and by the end of 1837 an estimated 20000 people had joined

the latterdaylatter saintsday 1573

the year 1837 proved to be a turning point in missionary

work for in june of that year joseph smith called heber C kimball

to venture across the atlantic and open a mission in england

the missionaries left their homes almost destitute and
arrived in their fields penniless and yet made friends and
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attained a success many would have thought impossible
just ten months after they had left the shores of new york
over 1500 english citizens joined the LDS church 13117-
118

fiftyfivefifty thousandfive more englishmen would also join in the next fifty
years 16

the first actual foreignspeakingforeign missionspeaking commenced in 1843

when four missionaries were called to serve in the pacific islands

one of the four elders did not reach his destination because he died

at sea on the trip over in spite of the loss of this missionary

the work was successful and two or three thousand natives of tubunitibuni

the tuamotu islands and adjacent groups soon became identified with

the church 17

missionary work slowed down tremendously during the mass

exodus west to utah persecution against the saints had become so

great that the mormonscormonsMormons as they had come to be called were forced

from homes in illinois and hence fled to the tops of the rocky

mountains where they established their settlements in the great

salt lake valley

shortly after their colonizing trip west missionaries were

once again sent to preach to allaliatl the world scandanaviascandinaviaScanda provednavia to

be an especially fruitful field at this time some countries

however refused to allow LDS missionaries to share their message

within their borders speaking on this subject in 1925 andrew

jensen an assistant church historian noted that

if there are countries in the world which have not been
covered by latterdaylatter saintday missionaries it is surely not
the fault of the church nor is it to be ascribed to any
neglect on the parts of its missionaries it is mostly due
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to the fact that religious liberty does not exist in all
nations 1349

lack of religious liberty has been a major factor in the

curtailment of missionary work in certain countries both now and in

the past in early times lack of religious freedom caused extreme

persecution threats to have roast missionary occurred in the

society islands 1350 and two missionaries were murdered in the

southern united states 1350 currently lack of religious

freedom rarely results in the murder of missionaries but it does

curtail the conversions of many truthseekingtruth peopleseeking

missionaries of past decades proselytedproselyter in slightly different

circumstances than their descendents in joseph smiths time

missionaries would leave their families in the care of neighbors and

depart to serve a mission without purse or script for as long as

the president of the church indicated some missions were six months

long others lasted three years usually these early missionaries

would travel in pairs but not always if assigned to a foreign

speaking mission the elders were expected to learn the language

while in the country because no formal language training or education

program existed for the missionaries

gradually some significant changes occurred in the missionary

program women began to be called in the 1850s and in the 1860s

missionaries were no longer required to travel without purse or

scrip 1352 As time progressed the rule to stay with a

companion stiffened and missionaries were told to always remain in

pairs presently the usual age for a young man to be sent on a

mission is nineteen and for a young woman twenty one these
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missions last two years for the young men and one and onehalfone

years

half

for the young women older couples may serve six months one

year or one and onehalfone yearshalf depending on their preference all

missionaries now receive training and education concerning missionary

work at the mission training center MTC located in provo utah

the MTC greatly aids missionaries in learning a foreign language and

teaches them about the cultural customs found in the area they have

been assigned

this helps cushion the shock for the idaho farmboyfarm
suddenly

boy
immersed in the culture of thailand or tahiti or

for the japaneseamericanjapanese fromamerican hawaii abruptly confronted
with modes of living and thinking of his relatives in japan

18

along with the changes which have taken place in the

missionary system certain important factors have remained the same

first all missionaries must be deemed worthy to serve missions

second all missionaries serve voluntarily without pay third

missionaries serve where they are sent they ordinarily do not choose

where they want to serve fourth allaltaliaitail missions are presided over by

a mission president who has the responsibility of seeing that the

mission is efficient and effective fifth all mission calls come

directly from the president of the church

in 1974 president spencer W kimballKim currentbatibaliball president of

the mormon church stated

the question is frequently asked should every young
man fill a mission and the answer has been given by the
lord it is yes every young man should fill a mission
15625

in response to the statement of president kimball whom mormons

regard not only as a president but as a prophet seer and revelator
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missionary numbers have greatly increased when this man took over

the presidency approximately 16000 missionaries were serving in the

field in six years that number has climbed to approximately 31000

193 predictions indicate that if the growth rate of the church

and missionary program continues by 1985 the missionary force will

have increased to 50000 193

nonmembers of the church may find missionary work one of

the numerous distinctive features of the church and at the same

time one of the most puzzling N 1346 many may wonder why

the church continues to increase its missionary force and program

in answer to the puzzlement and questions of nonmembersnon itmembers must be

explained that mormons believe one of their most important duties

as stated by abraham the ancient prophet is to preach the gospel

they believe their gospel is the restored church of christ and by

following the precepts taught therein they may receive a complete-

ness of joy and happiness their desires to share this message of

happiness with others as well as obey the divine injunction of their

prophetleaderprophet causeleader many to serve missions

missionary work within the mormon church willwilt continue to

grow mormons picture a time when their message will be taught to

allliati nations kingdoms tongues and peoples and will cover the

earth as with a blanket 15625 this work mormons believe is

destined to succeed they exclaim with the prophet joseph smith

that

the standard of truth has been erected no unhallowed
hand can stop the work from progressing persecutions may
rage mobs may combine armies may assemble calumny may
defame but the truth of god will go forth boldly nobly and

atl
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independent till it has penetrated every continent visited
every clime swept every country and sounded in every ear
till the purposes of god shall be accomplished and the great
jehovah shall say the work is done 16

related literature

the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday is not the

only religious group with an organized missionary program catholics

and protestants alike have long heritages of missionary work

associated with their respective religions it is probable that

catholics trace back their missionary program to peter and the twelve

apostles while protestant religions vary on their origins of

missionary work presently protestant religions in the united

states have a combined total of 35000 missionaries 20 whilewhite

catholic missionaries total 6455 21

with such a large population of missionaries illness and

injury have been inevitable in earlier days missionaries suffered

and sacrificed greatly many to the point of death

accounts of some missionaries of over 150 years ago
end as follows jungle fever massacred by cannibals

thrown from sofa in cabin shattered nerves
bleeding of the lungs and again and again
cho1eracholera choleracholera choleracholera 22184

with the advent of modern antibiotics and the vastly improved

practice of medicine missionary deaths and the incidence of illness

has greatly decreased A smug attitude of all is well however

is certainly not justified missionaries often work in developing

countries where sanitary conditions and health facilities are

inadequate in addition they work closely with the indigenous

population which sometimes harbors serious infectious diseases that

0

11

0
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spread quickly to missionaries and their families consequently

missionaries contract illnesses that they never would have been

exposed to had they remained in their native country the problem of

illness and injury while on a mission is a real concern

current research

research on the health problems of catholic and protestant

missionaries has been limited during the past twenty years neve-

rtheless three computer searches uncovered eight pertinent articles
on missionary health written between 196719751967 the1975 majority of

these articles dealt with the incidence of viral hepatitis the

others with sundry other maladies A condensed summary of the

findings of these articles follows

in 1967 dr allenalienailenatlen cline dr james mosley and dr

frederick scovel wrote

it is the impression of many physicians that the
incidence of viral hepatitis among americans abroad is much
higher than that in the united states there is very little
information available however to assist them in determining
whether this is indeed true attack rates have only been
determined for military populations and may not apply to
civilians who obviously live under very different circum-
stances 23119

consequently this group of researchers decided to study the incid-

ence of viral hepatitis among american missionaries since they lived

so closely to the native population in hyperendemichyper areasendemic dr

cline and his colleagues found the risk of viral hepatitis high

among protestant missionaries in a later study initiated by dr

mosley it was reported that if attack rates per 100000 people in the

US were compared with the attack rates of missionaries the

missi
I1 onaryconary

theless
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expected adjusted total incidence of hepatitis A and B combined

would be 1301.013010 per 100000 for missionaries compared with an

adjusted total rate of 24.2242 per 100000 at current rates in the

united states 24227 this report also indicated the geographic

area with the highest incidence of hepatitis was the middle east and

north africa 24228 central america and south america were

second 24228

in another study dr john D frame reported that protestant

missionaries in ethiopia were 450 times as likely to get

hepatitis in their first year in ethiopia as they would had they

been at home in the united states during a year of high incidence

25103

viral hepatitis rates abroad were also studied among the

catholic missionary population by dr woodson and dr cahill their

findings supported research done on protestant missionaries they

found that a missionary living in many of the central american and

south american countries for ten years had a chance of developing

hepatitis in excess of 40 percent in addition their study

clearly showed that risk of contracting hepatitis diminished

only slightly after the first ten years abroad 261193

As can be seen from the reported literature hepatitis is

indeed a risk to missionaries in hyperendemichyper areasendemic however

gamma globulin injections given at quarterly intervals are known to

be effective against viral hepatitis 261053 and currently are

being used as a protective measure it is believed the incidence

242
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of viral hepatitis among missionaries has been greatly reduced since

the introduction of gamma globulin

in addition to reports on hepatitis among missionaries

articles on the following topics have also been published lassa

fever incidence among missionaries incidence of parasites and worms

among missionaries mental health profile of potential protestant

missionaries and a description of health problems found among the

children of missionaries A brief summary of the conclusions arrived

at in these articles follows

first an article on lassa fever among missionaries stationed

in west africa was published in 1975 by dr john D frame and

confirmed that lassa fever virus had now been documented in malai

central africazaireafrica andzaire the ivory coast dr frame also reported

that the symptoms and outcome of lassa fever were not always as

severe as previously described

second an article on parasites and worms reported that

nearly 24 of 4315 missionary personnel harbored pathogenic amebaearnebaeamoebaearmearneamme

the

bae

article also documented a high rate of worm infestation among

missionaries

of the 4871 persons examined missionaries and their
families 2.8892889 59.3593 were adults and 802 16.5165 were
children from five to nine years old only 1.414 of the
children were less than 1 year old one or more intestinal
helminthshelminthes were found in 20 of the group as evidenced by
the presence of either eggs or larvae or both enterbiasesenter
having

biases
been excluded by the cellophane tape method worms

were present in 16.2162 of the adults and in 32 of the
children from five to nine 28162

one unfortunate male missionary

who had been in venezuela had in addition to strongloidesstrongtoidesstrongyloidesStrong
stercoralisster

loides
thecoralis following hookworm trichuris ascaris

593 165
14

162
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E histolyticahistolytic large race E histolyticahistolytic small race
E hartmannihartmannshart groupmanni E coli and E nana 28164

third a mental health profile of potential protestant missionaries

indicated the following

although some individual variations were found we were
impressed by the persistent similarities in the 50 missionary
candidates basic personalities superficially the candi-
dates were well aware of social amenities appearing friendly
and polite but reserved on a deeper level constriction
was the most outstanding feature however despite this
personality feature the candidates led energetic altruistic
and productive lives professionally and socially in work
situations they completed their jobs efficiently and
maintained friendly relationships with their workerscoworkersco and
supervisors 29363429363

fourth a health profile of 140 missionary children conducted by john

D frame and james P carter brought to light the following findings

unexplained diarrhea primary tuberculosis and hepatitis
were the most common bacterial and viral diseases which
occurred in this group which might not have occurred had
the children remained in the united states parasitic
diseases were also common in addition there appeared to be
a high overallover incidenceall of minor congenital malformations
in this group 30271

in summary little has been published on missionary health

there exists a need for more research to be done in this area in

order to upgrade and improve the health of missionaries everywhere

presently dr john D frame director of the associated medical

missions office is the only individual that this author knows who

is doing any current research on protestant missionary health it
takes more than one person however to research an area as broad

as missionary illness and injury and so current research being

conducted by the LDS church will be a welcome addition to the

published literature on this topic

a a

4
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specific literature

the preservation of health is a duty 32

since the organization of the mormon church 150 years ago

relatively little public information has been written or published

on the health of latterdaylatter saintday missionaries substantial

research has been conducted however on the health of the mormon

people as a whole since LDS missionaries are a subset of the

foregoing population the author will briefly include the findings

of a few of the more current studies

in 1974 dr james enstrumanstrumEn astrum nonmembernon ofmember the church

reported that latterdaylatter saintsday living in alameda county had a

mortality rate only 55 as great as the total sample in the county

33 the article also stated that in relation to the entire popula-

tion of california latter day saints experienced only about 50 of

expected deaths from all causes and from cancer of all sites 33

another study in 1973 reported utah residents about 72 of

whom are latterdaylatter saintsday experience total mortality and cancer

mortality rates that are the lowest in the united states 33

many people believe the positive research findings are

due to the mormonscormonsMor adherencemons to a strict health code commonly

called the word of wisdom this word of wisdom mormons believe

was given as revelation from god to the prophet joseph smith in

1833 included in the revelation are six basic health concepts

they are the following

1 it is not good to drink wine or strong drink
2 tobacco is not good for man
3 hot drinks are not good for man hot drinks are

interpreted by church leaders to mean tea and coffee
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4 herbs and fruits are ordained for the constitution
nature and use of man they are to be used with prudence

5 the flesh of beasts and fowls is to be used sparingly
by man

6 all grain is ordained for the use of man and of
beasts to be the staff of life 34

although the revelation was originally given as a greeting

it was later adopted as a commandment by the church and since the

time of heber J grant a successor to joseph smith no one is

allowed to accept the assignment of fulltimefull missionarytime work if he

she uses alcohol tobacco coffee or tea

in contrast to the consequences experienced by the violator

all saints who abide by the word of wisdom and are obedient to the

commandments of god are promised health in their navel and marrow to

their bones and shall find wisdom and great treasures of knowledge

even hidden treasures and shall run and not be weary and shall walk

and not faint 35

partially because of adherence to the word of wisdom mormon

missionaries are generally healthy and strong nevertheless their

work sometimes exposes them to contaminated areas filled with

diseaseproducingdisease bacteriabacteriproducingproduciproduct fungiungi viruses and other organisms in

addition missionaries encounter unsafe environmental conditions

that lead to occasional accidents and injury up until 1970

however no significant research had been conducted on the specific

causes and frequencies of missionary illness and injury

october of 1970 proved to be the turning point in the study

of LDS missionary health in october the church announced the

formation of a health services corporation which was to be directed

by a health services commissioner the first commissioner was

di sease ng a f vi rusesauses organi sms
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dr james 0 mason dr mason brought impressive qualifications to

the commissionership he received his MD from the university of

utah and later his phd in public health from harvard university

after completion of his education requirements and military duties

he accepted a position as deputy director of the center of disease

control in atlanta georgia it was while serving in georgia that

he accepted the position of commissioner of health services for the

church 364

in accepting this position dr mason outlined some goals for

the health services corporation

we not only will conduct the business of caring for the
sick but also hope to carry educational activities related
to the rendering of care to the sick and injured in the
promotion of health in addition the corporation
also will sponsor and conduct scientific research 375

true to his word one of the first items on his agenda was

research related to the health needs of approximately 12000

missionaries research commenced in 1971 and consisted of mailing a

questionnaire to 98 mission presidents throughout the world these

mission presidents were to report the frequency of certain diseases

among their missionaries as wellweil as answer questions pertaining to

medical costs preventive health measures and practices within the

mission and proselyting days lost by the average missionary due to

illness eightyfiveeighty missionfive presidents responded and the findings

showed gastrointestinalgastro intestinal and respiratory illnesses to be the most

common ailments in addition it was found that asia had the

greatest incidence of illness
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the validity of the study was questionable because it was

based on approximation and memory 11 38 inaccuracies were

inevitably reported and consequently the tabulated data was not as

accurate as would have been desired in a personal interview dr

mason readily admitted this problem but stated the research was

the best that could be done at the time due to constraints of money

time and permission 38

dr mason followed this study with a tour of the mission

fields in central and south america asia and the pacific islands

in every mission home he visited dr mason found four to six

missionaries convalescing from hepatitis gamma globulin injections

were then prescribed in countries with high hepatitis rates and the

number of cases fell to 121 cases2 per mission home of those

individuals who still contracted hepatitis it was discovered they

usually hadnt been administered the gamma globulin injections 38

during dr masons tenure in office a study was also

conducted in the philippines where it was found that over a period of

time the average number of proselyting days missed due to illness

andor injury dropped from seventeen days to five days some factors

that may have contributed to this decline were

1 premissionpre screeningmission this included medical and
dental examinations and medical screening of missionary
applications mission presidents were also informed of
noted missionary problems

2 immunization programs these included
stringent regulations and immunizations given at the initial
mission home

3 postmissionpost screeningmission for specific diseases among
missionaries from high risk areas ie tuberculosis

4 quarterly gamma globulin injections in high risk
missions for protection against infectious hepatitis

5 education 72
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in 1975 another study was conducted on missionary health

the purpose was to

bring about a more descriptive and comprehensive under-
standing of medical disorders causing the leave release and
transfer of missionaries the study compared a group of 300
missionaries representing those in 1975 up to november who
suffered mission disruption with an equally sized control
group matched for age sex and mission

one important objective of the study was to see if
comparative testing of certain variables would reveal indi-
cators with significant predictive value for identifying
potential disruptive medical problems 37

the analysis of the study showed some interesting results

first females appeared to be significantly more susceptible to

disorders of the three hundred cases experiencing mission disrup-

tion 27.7277 were female quantitatively sister missionaries

have double their proportion of problems 39 this held true in

all areas listed except in psychosomatic disorders second home

residency appeared to have no effect on whether or not a missionarys

service was disrupted third the geographic region to which a

missionary was sent appeared to play a part in the incidence of

mission disruption there were more cases of mission disruption from

europe than from asia and the pacific islands fourth age was an

influential factor in determining what disorders caused mission

disruption

those in the 306430 age64 groups had comparatively fewer
orthopedic and psychosomatic problems while
experiencing excesses in chronic illnesses what is
said for the 306430 age64 group can also be said for the 64
plus age group since they interestingly approximate each
other for allaltattatl disorders those of the 252925 age29 group had
a significant reduction of gastrointestinalgastro problemsintestinal and
a marked increase in psychosomaticemotionalpsychosomatic disordersemotional
there were no significant deviations from the norm for the
192419 age24 groups 39

277
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fifth of those who left the mission field the majority had served

nine months or less 39

summary of review of literature

this review of literature has included a history of LDS

missionary work and a review of recently conducted research on

missionary illness and injury due to the dearth of information on

this subject area the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday

has deemed it wise to study the characteristics and frequencies of

illness and injury among LDS missionaries consequently the

following research was proposed
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procedures

the purpose of this study of LDS missionaries was to deter-

mine the effects of illness and injury on missionary activity time

the following procedures were utilized in order to achieve

the intention of this thesis

population identification

the population studied consisted of fulltimefull missionariestime

of the LDS church whose service in the mission field partially or

completely spanned the time period from december 1 1979 to march 1

1980

sampling techniques

A stratified random sampling technique was used in the study

as the following explanation will confirm

missions throughout the world were categorized into one of

seven major geographic regions these regions were 1 US and

canada 2 mexico and central america 3 south america 4 asia

north 5 asia south 6 europe and 7 south pacific after the

missions were classified into regions the names of every mission

found within each of the seven geographic areas were then placed

into a hat and one mission from that region was randomly selected to

26
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participate in the study from december 1979 to march 1980 two

other missions from the same region were then randomly selected to

take part in the project during different fourmonthfour periodsmonth ie
april 1980july1980 1980july and august 1980november1980 1980november A final

mission was selected from that region to participate in the research

project for one entire year from december 1979 to november 1980

this procedure of selecting four missions from each region

was followed in allatl 7 regions however only missionary health data

received from missions in the first four month period december 1979

march 1980 was available in time to be analyzed for this report

hence while 28 missions were actually surveyed in this project by

the church welfare services only results from 7 of the missions

were reported in this paper

the number of ill health surveys received for this research

report was dependent on the number of missionaries who reported

illness or injury in each of the participating missions the number

of well health reports received was based on the size of individual

missions well population either thirty randomly selected well

missionaries within each mission or 25 of the well missionary

population in each mission were asked to submit health survey forms

the decision of which sampling method to use in each mission was

based on statistical analysis considerations

twentyeighttwenty missioneight presidents composed the third group

sampled in the project these administrators were surveyed for

responses to a mission health questionnaire
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data collection

data collection was accomplished by the use of five question-

naires designed by the LDS health services corporation A brief

description of the questions follows the first instrument was

titled mission presidents survey of missionary illness and injury

it was administered once to 28 participating mission presidents

quantitative estimates by the mission presidents on the overall

physical and mental health of missionaries were requested the

second questionnaire was called the 111ill missionary profile the

ill missionary profile asked mission presidents in the seven

surveyed missions to make judgment concerning each ill missionarys

social and emotional adjustment personal commitment personal energy

and proselyting effectiveness 5 the third questionnaire was

entitled well missionary profile all missionaries who did not

send in an illnessinjuryillness reportinjury during a fourmonthfour periodmonth were

judged well and their mission presidents were asked to rate these

individuals on the same qualities found on the ill missionary profile

ie social and emotional adjustment personal commitment

personal

5

energy and proselyting effectiveness 5 the fourth

questionnaire was termed missionary illness and injury report form

this form was to be completed each time a missionary experienced an

injury or illness during the study and was mailed to the mission

president with the weekly proselyting report 5 this form asked

for information relating to the specific illnessinjuryillness sufferedinjury and

also requested a history of health factors which may have contributed
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to the disorder the last instrument was also called missionary

illness and injury report form however it was different from

the previously mentioned questionnaire in two important ways first
it was given only to those missionaries who had not reported any

illnessinjuryillness duringinjury the time their mission had been involved in

the health survey program and secondly the questions dealt mainly

with general health conditions within the mission field
see appendix for attached copies of all questionnaires

research design

this study used a true experimental posttestpost onlytest research

design all missionaries were asked to submit injury reports when

ill these reports were contrasted with forms submitted from well

missionaries who did not report an injuryillnessinjury duringillness the span of

the research program

the data collected from the foregoing surveys was used in

one model to discover the effects of the independent variables

mission sex health and their interactions on the dependent

variables age hours worked native months in field laboring city

population monthly mission cost living conditions diet pre-

existing conditions energy levels adequacy of medical care and

emotional and social factors in addition another model employed

ill time lost companion time lost and total time lost as dependent

variables to determine the effect that the following independent

variables had on them mission sex diagnosis preexisting

conditions preventiveadviceinstruction medication taken
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nativity age months in field laboring city population and

monthly mission cost

chi square and analysis of variance was employed to analyze

the data gathered since the response modes required nominal inde-

pendent and interval independent answers as well as interval

dependent responses in addition analysis of variancecovarianceco was

utilized in order to determine those factors which were significant

predictors to illnessinjuryillness

A

injury

confidence level of .0505 was used for the analysis of

variance and analysis of variancecovarianceco tests

after the data was properly collected and analyzed conclu-

sions and recommendations were made

05
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ANALYSIS OF DATA

the purpose of this study on mormon missionaries health was

to determine the effect of illness and injury on missionary activity

time in actuality this statistical determination was of only

academic importance as the subproblems of this thesis addressed the

more significant issues of missionary health

the analysis used in this research project classified ill
missionary reports into one of three categories 1 premier

initial 2 initial and 3 subsequent A premier initial report

was an artifactualarti categoryfactual created and imposed by the analyzers of

this study on the survey responses it literally meant the first in

time initial report and referred to the earliest account of illness

or injury by an ill missionary during the fourmonthfour surveymonth period

an initial report was no different from a premier initial report in

definition except it described a new injury or illness which occurred

later in time

the missionaries themselves made no distinction between

premier initial and initial on their report forms instead they

simply differentiated between initial and subsequent reports every

time a new illness or injury developed an initial report was filed

if the health problem was a continuation of a previously reported

injury or illness however it was filed as a subsequent report

31
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the artifactualarti categoryfactual premier initial was developed by

the analyzers for the purpose of avoiding bias in statistical
calculations while it was true some data was lost from the ill
missionaries because most comparisons between ill and well mission-

aries utilized only premier initial reports without any other

initial or subsequent reports it was believed the advantages of

using only premier initial reports far outweighed the complications

which would have arisen if all initial and all subsequent reports

were used the logic behind the decision to eliminate all ill
reports except premier initials follows

during the fourmonthfour periodmonth certain missionaries exper-

ienced more illness and injury than others while the majority of

ill missionaries only reported one illness or injury during the

survey period several ill missionaries did submit more than one

initial and subsequent report consequently repeated measures

were obtained from some ill missionaries but not from others only

one response was obtained from well missionaries analytical

difficulties emerged when one tried to combine responses of some ill
missionaries who had repeated measures with other ill missionaries who

only had one measure and then compare that ill group to well

missionaries with only one measure

the decision in this analysis was to simply compare ill
premier initial reports to well reports while it is conceded some

data was lost no other viable solution appeared to be available
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average hours worked

question one on both the well and ill missionary survey forms

requested that the respondents estimate the average hours worked per

week in missionary activity over a threemonththree periodmonth one hundred

and seventytwoseventy responsestwo were received from the well missionaries

and three hundred and sixtytwosixty premiertwo initial reports were received

from the ill missionaries well missionary estimates ranged from

10 hours to 128 hours per week the majority falling between 658465

hours

84

these responses were not normally distributed the well

missionary mode medium and mean was computed to be 70 76.5765 and

74.267426 hours respectively ill missionary reports which were also

not normally distributed ranged from 0 to 114 hours most fallingfailing

between 72.5725 and 82.5825 hours twelve ill missionaries reported

weekly work averages to be between 184199184 hours199 there are only

168 hours in one week consequently those who reported more than 114

hours were recodedreceded as missing values the mode for the ill111

missionaries was the same as the mode for the well missionaries 80

hours the ill median was 76 slightly less than the well median

there was a minor difference between means of the illlillit111 and the well

the ill mean being 75.257525 approximately one hour more than the well

tabletabletfable on the next page presents this data in more detailed form

in order to determine whether the difference in means between

well and ill missionaries was statistically significant a general

linear model was formulated the model was represented as follows

AVERAGE WEEKLY WORK HOURS M M S hk
j

shik mshijk E

1

i si

765

725 825
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table I11

frequency distribution of 111III111illlil and well missionaries by average
weekly work hours including study time

dec 1979 march 30 1980

amount of
hours
worked

0600
617061

60

718071
70

819081
80

9111091
90

111130111
110

111

130

well both

ct

34
92

141
76
17

2

26
43
46
40
15

2

15.1151
25.0250
26.8268
23.2232
8.787
1.212

cum

15115
40140
66966
gol90901

98898
100loo

F

1

1

9
1

8
0

ct

60
135
187
116

32
4

1

98
250
400
210

46

250
268
232

87
12

112
253
350
218

112
365
715
933
993

989.898
25.0250
40.0400
21.0210
4.646

6.6

cum

9
34834
73873
94894
99499

100loo

F

8
8
8
8
4
0

ct

11211.2
25.3253
35.0350
21.8218
6.060

7.7

cum F

11.2112
36.5365
71.5715
93.3933
99.3993

100.01000

total 362 100.01000 100.01000 172 100.01000 100.01000 534 100.01000 100.01000

9.898 15.1151
34834.8 40140.1
73873.8 66966.9
94894.8 90.1901
99499.4 98898.8

1000100.0 1000100.0
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M mission

S sex
u

hk health

msijmusij mission x sex

mhikahik mission x health

shijschij sex x health

mshijk mission x sex x health

E error

each major class ie mission sex and health had more

than one level enclosed within it mission had seven levels one for

each of the seven missions studied sex had two levels one for male

and one for female and health also had two levels one for well and

one for ill
in this model the only variable that proved to be signi-

ficant at the .0505 level of confidence was mission translated into

practical terms missionaries in england london east appeared to

work the longest hours and were followed by missionaries in mexico

mexico city north philippines davao mission ranked third and

japan tokyo south mission ranked fourth california fresno

was fifth and new zealand wellington was sixth and bolivia la

paz was seventh at 67.166716 hours table 2 summarizesresummarizesre this data and

includes all means

the only other variable which was close to the .0505 level of

significance was sex at a .077307730773 level this trend showed that male

missionaries tended to work longer hours than female missionaries

table 3 shows this trend in statistical form one assumption for

heal th

05

05

dabao
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table 2

frequency distribution of missions by
average weekly work hours

dec 1979 march 1980

mission average weekly work hours

california fresno

philippines davao

japan tokyo south

mexico mexico city north

england london east

bolivia lapaz

new zealand wellington

71.4471447144

74.297429

73.547354

78.537853

79.307930

67.176717

69.1969196919

table 3

frequency distribution of male and female missionaries
by average weekly work hours

dec 1979 march 1980

missionaries average weekly work hours

male

female

78.857885

71.847184

dabao
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this difference may be due to the fact that females typically require

more time for daily personal care and thus spend a few less hours per

week in missionary activities

the most surprising result from the survey responses was that

the ill missionaries reported about the same average weekly hours

as the well missionaries one would normally assume that ill
missionaries would work less hours at a statistically significant

level one possible reason why ill and well missionary estimates

were so similar was because all missionaries were asked to include

study time within their estimated averages missionaries who were

sick enough to miss a day of proselyting could conceivably have been

well enough to study in their apartments thus ill missionaries who

studied in bed would not have lost any work hours while ill or

injured

another factor which most likely played a part in the result

was the fact that missionaries could have filled out their premier

initial reports at the beginning of their illness missionaries were

not told when specifically to fill out their illnessinjuryillness reportinjury

form during a week they were given the option by default to fill

it out at their convenience and thus missionaries may have filled it
out any time during the illness or after the missionary got well so

long as that occurred before the mission weekly report was due hence

if a missionary did in fact fill out a form at the beginning of his

illness then very little if any impact would have occurred on the

average hour worked
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it also must be pointed out that average weekly estimates

over a threemonththree periodmonth would not have been affected drastically by

an episode of illness lasting one to three days and since the

median duration of illness was in fact only three days ill mission-

aries would not have been missing a great deal of work over a span of

three months

one last point to note is that estimates between ill and

well missionaries was not found to be statistically different at the

.0505 level hence there is the possibility that the results obtained

were not an accurate depiction of reality and consequently

continued research being conducted by the church welfare services

department in various other missions for a longer period of time

one year will be vital on determining whether or not actual

differences in average weekly work hours do exist between illiliiii111 and

well missionaries

subproblems

the research study on missionary health was proposed under

major subproblems one and two ie
1 what was the effect of selected variables on ill

missionary lost time and other dependent quantities

2 what social and emotional health factors as reported by

mission presidents were related to missionary health

before an inferential statistical analysis on these two subproblems

is given a descriptive analysis will be provided

05
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univariate analysis

both ill and well missionaries responded to survey questions

regarding their age sex mission area homeland months in the

mission field population of city currently laboring in monthly

mission cost living conditions diet preexistingpre healthexisting cond-

itions energy levels health prevention advice and adequacy of

medical care within mission area in addition ill missionaries

were asked to report the diagnosis of their condition the duration

of their illness or injury whether or not they had experienced

their condition previously on their mission the number of lost

proselyting hours accumulated due to health problems and the amount

of medical costs incurred while recuperating

responses to these questions were not normally distributed

because of extreme values obtained from certain individuals and

because of the unique population surveyed consequently the most

sensitive measure of central tendency was often the median as it was

not affected by extreme scores the mean and mode were also provided

however for a more complete analysis

with that background information noted a univariate summary

of the responses received from the surveys follows

age

table 4 illustrates the age breakdown of ill and well

missionaries and can be seen on the next page

table 4 shows there were three hundred and eightyfiveeighty

ill

five

missionaries who ranged between 18 and 73 years of age the

A
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frequency distribution of 111III111illitt and well missionaries by age
dec 1979

llit

lltl

lttl

56156
74574
83183
88688
91
96496
96996
96996
99099

100loo1000

100loo
100loo

F

3
2
1

5
1

6
4
4
9
9
0
0
0
0

march 1980

age

18
19
20
21
22
23
24

253425
354435

34

455445
44

556455
54

657465
64

758475
74

85
84

111illitt

1

96
119

71
33
21
11

19
2

0

8
0

4
2.121

96996.9

cum

25225

well

2
39
53
37
10
16

6
13

2

4
1

1

healthea1theaithearth stc

1.111
21.2212
28.8288
20.1201
5.454
8.787
3.333
7.171

3
135
172
108
43
37
17
32

2

10
8
1

1

5.5

23.7237
30.2302
19.0190
7.676
6.565
3.030
5.656

4.4
9

1.717
141.4

2.2

2.2

cum F

5.5

24.3243
54.5545
73.5735
81.0810
87.5875
90.5905
96.1961
96.5965
96.5965
98.2982
99.6996
99.8998

100.01000

total 385 100.01000 1000100.010010100loo 18410 100.01000 100.01000 569 100.01000 100.01000

e

status

249
309
184

86
55
29
50

21

212
288
201

54
87
33
71

22

223

712
766
853
886
957
957
957
967
989
995

237
302

76
65
30
56

17

14

243
545
735
810
875
905
961
965
965
982
996
998

914

51151.1511
71.2712
76.6766
85.3853
88.6886
95.7957
95.7957
95.7957
96.7967
98.9989
99.5995

100.01000

comb

3.3

24.9249
30.9309
18.4184
8.686
5.555
2.929
5.050

5.5

1.111
2.222

6.6
5.5

itus

cum F

1.111
22.322325225.2

56156.1
74574.5
83183.1
88688.6
91491.4
96496.4
96996.9

99099.0
1000100.0
1000100.0
1000100.0
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majority falling between 19 and 23 the calculated median and mode

were both 20 years while the mean was 22 years there were one

hundred and eightyfoureighty wellfour missionaries who spanned from 18 to 86

years

sex

table 5 presents the percentage of malematenatenale and female

missionaries in the project sample eightythreeeighty percentthree or 320 of

the ill111117 missionaries and 85 or 155 of the well missionaries were

male in contrast 65 ill111liiiti females composed 17 of the illlillii111

march 1980

health status

sex 111ill well comb

male 320 83.1831 155 84.7847 475 83.6836

female 65 16.9169 28 15.3153 93 16.4164

total 385 100.01000 183 100.01000 568 100.01000

mission-

aries compared to 28 well females who determined 15 of the well

sample

table 5

frequency distribution of 111ill and
well missionaries by sex

dec 1979

831 847 836

153 164
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mission reports

table 6 demonstrates the percentage of survey reports

received by mission whilewhite tables 7 and 8 illustrate injury or

illness attack rates by mission specifically table 7s attack

rates were calculated using only premier initial while table 8s
attack rates were computed using all initial and subsequent reports

when the seven surveyed missions were ranked in order of the

number of ill reports received from the mission field the following

list resulted england london east california fresno japan

tokyo south philippines dabaodavao new zealand wellington bolivia

la paz mexico mexico city north this relative mission ranking

remained the same even when all initial and subsequent reports were

taken into account nevertheless the mission order changed slightly

when attack rates and percentages were figured england continued

in first place but new zealand came in second and was followed

closely by the philippines california was fourth and japan was

fifth only six points away from england bolivia and mexico

remained at the bottom of the ranking in that respective order

when attack rates were further broken down by sex england was first
in both the male 41.8418 and female 53.9539 category the sequence of

missions for male attack rates then proceeded as follows japan

new zealand philippines california mexico and bolivia the

mission ranking for female attack rates descended in the following

manner england new zealand philippines california bolivia

japan and mexico

418 539
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table 6

frequency distribution of ill111lil and well
missionary by mission

dec 1979 march 1980

MSN

californiacatifornicalifornicatlCaticall
philippines

forni

japan
mexico
england
bolivia
new zealand

total

a

ill111

78
56
71
20
80
25
55

385

20
14
18

5

20
6

14

100loo

hea

26
55
44
19
78
49
29

00

1thath statusstatt

well

25
25
30
24
28
28
24

184

is by percentpercel

march 1980

1

145

143
138

premier

population

initial

wi
mam1

reports

thin
ssionassion

209
145
193

184

attack
rate x

100

37.323732
38.623862
36.793679
1379
43.484348
17.481748
39.863986

total 385 115719157 33.283328

health

attack rates per 100loo of missionary injuryillnessInjury Illness

within
mission

136
136
163
130
152
152
130

180
143
178

77
igo

93
139

519

13.6136
13.6136
16.3163
13.0130
15.2152
15.2152
13.0130

100.01000

it
both

102
81

101
44

108
53
79

568

18.0180
14.3143
17.8178
7.777

19.0190
9.393

13.9139

100.01000

table 7

by mission ustusi
dec

number
of 11

reports

california
philippines
japan
mexico
england
bolivia
new zealand

mi ssionarymissionary

78
56
71
20
80
25
55

g
1979

202620.26
14.551455
184418.44
5195.19

207820.78
6496.49

142914.29

10000100.00
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tabltablebabl 8

attack rates per 100 of missionary illnessinjuryIllness
per

Injury
mission using all initial and subsequent

reports from 111ill missionaries
dec 1979 march 1980

MSN

california
philippines
japan
mexico
england
bolivia
new zealand

number
of 111ill

missionary
observations

133
97

ill111
30

159
50
73

population
within
mission

209
145
193
145
184
143
138

attack
rate

X

100

63663.6
66.9669
57.5575
20.7207
86.4864
35.0350
52952.9

total 653 11571915715157 56.445644

if the overall ranking of missions was contrasted with the

national health pictures of the various countries where the missions

resided a surprising discrepancy results statistically the lesser

developed countries LDCs such as bolivia mexico and the philip-

pines pose much greater health threats to their native populations

and thus to visitors than developed countries like england new

zealand japan and the united states this discrepancy may be

partly explained by the possibility that compliance with the survey

program was followed more closely in the developed countries

although this is just an assumption it seems absolutely improbable

that missionaries in developed countries have more illness than those

in less developed nations

e

r 0

63- 6636
669
575
207
864
350
529
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homeland

table 9 depicts percentage figures showing the proportion

of ill and well missionary reports received from missionaries who

served their mission in their homeland versus those missionaries who

served in areas other than their homeland

As can be seen in table 9 27 of the ill missionaries

served their missions within their native homeland while 72.7727

labored in mission fields other than their native countries in

contrast the majority 66.3663 of well missionaries reported serving

in their homeland while 33.7337 of the well sample reported laboring

in nonnativenon areasnative

table 9

frequency distribution of ill111iliiii and well missionaries
by birth status native vs nonnativenon

dec

native

1979 march 1980

health status

birth status ill111lil well comb

native 105 27.3273 122 66.3663 227 39.9399
nonnativenon 280native 72.7727 62 33.7337 342 60.1601

total 385 100.01000 184 100.01000 569 100.01000

727

663

337

273 663 399
727 337
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months in field

table 10 on page 47 shows the percentage breakdown of the

number of months ill and well missionaries had served in the field at

the time they sent in their research questionnaires of the ill
missionaries 35.3353 reported 060 months6 experience in the mission

field and the percentage of ill missionaries who reported 7127 13181312

and

18

192319 months23 decreased systematically from 27.3273 to 25.7257 to

11.7117 such a trend was predictable in light of the 1975 missionary

study conducted by LDS welfare services this study found that most

missionary disruption occurred within the first nine months of

missionary experience 39 well missionary reports were fairly

evenly divided among the four categories of mission experience

ie 06 71271297 129 13181312 19231918 as23 the computed percentages for these

periods were 25.5255 26126.1 26.1261 and 22.3223 respectively

population of city when laboring

the information organized in table 11 presents the city

population of where ill and well missionaries were serving at the

time they sent in their reports

ill and well missionaries labored in villages and cities

ranging from 2000 to 20000000 most missionaries however

worked in areas of 75000 or less 50.1501 the median population for

the ill missionaries within a range from 2000 to 15000000 was

80000 while the mode was 200000 well missionaries reported a

median population of 65000 and a mode of 100000 within a span from

labo

0 6

353

273 257

117

255 261 261 223

501

261526.15
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table 10

frequency distribution of ill111lit and well missionaries
by number of months in the mission field

dec 1979 march 1980

number of
months in

mission field 111ill cum F well cum F comb cum F

06
7127

131813
12

192319
18

total

23

136 35.3353 35.3353
105 27.3273 62.6626

99 25.7257 88.3883
45 11.7117 100.01000

47 25.5255 25.5255
48 26.1261 51.6516
48 26.1261 77.7777
41 22.3223 100.01000

183 32.2322 32.2322
153 26.9269 59.1591
147 25.8258 84.9849
86 15.1151 100.01000

385 100.01000 100.01000 184 100.01000 100.010001000 569 100.01000 100.01000

0 6 353 353
273 626
257 883
117

255 255
261 516
261 777
223

322 322
269 591
258 849
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cumfcamf ct camfcumf

0100000109000100001090000 42 14.1141 14.1141 20 15.5155 15.5155
100013000010001 5230000 17.4174 31531.5 24 18.6186 34.1341
300017000030.0017000030001309001 4470000 14.8148 46.3463 24 18.6186 52.7527
7000112000070001 44120000 14.8148 61.1611 16 12.4124 65.1651

120001200000120900120050001200011209001 432000002005000 14.4144 75.5755 27 20.9209 86.0860
20000110000002009001150000002000012009001 48100000015000000 16.1161 91.6916 9 7.070 93.0930

1000001200000001000001150oosool 25200000002090009000 8.484 100.01000 9 7.070 100.01000

total 298 100.01000 100.01000 129 1000100.0 100.01000

2000 to 20000000 on the average ill111 missionaries tended to

work in lesser populated areas

monthly mission costs

table 12 on page 49 summarizes data received from illlillit111 and well

missionaries concerning the amount of money they spent in one month

on living expenses

ill missionary monthly estimated costs ranged from approxi-

mately 125 to 500 the mode and median were both 200 and the

mean was 199 overall 95 of the ill sample spent no more than

250 per month well missionary monthly cost estimates were somewhat

similar to the estimated costs of ill missionaries the mean was

202 the median was 190 and the mode was 150 ninetyfiveninety

percent

five

of the well missionaries spent 300 or less monthly

48

table 11

frequency distribution of 111illitt117 and wellmeltweitweil missionaries
by population of laboring cities

dec 1979 march 1980

111ill well

population ct

A 0to

10 9 00130001ooi 500030

M assionission

141 141 155 155
174 315 186 341
148 463 186 527
148 124 651
144 755 209 860

916 70 930
84 70
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table 12

frequency distribution of ill111ilylit and well missionaries
by monthly cost of mission
dec 1979 march 1980

mon
coscost
mission

01000
101loltoi

100

201300201
301

300

401

chiythiy
t of

200

400
500

health status

ill111

1

211
141

4
2

7
306
208

7
6

1.313
57.3573
41.0410

6.6

111.1

camfcumcun F

1.313
58.6586
98.3983
98.9989

100.01000

total 359 100.01000 100.01000 175 100.01000 100.01000 534 100.01000 100.010001000

monthly

cumf

101200

301400
401500

588
392

34
543
383

17

23

13

573
410

13

586
983
989

34
577

3.3

58.8588
39.2392

1.111
6.6

cum

59159
98398
99799

100loo

F

3
1

3
7
0

well

6
95
67

3
4

3.434
54.3543
38.3383
1.717
2.323

cum

3
57
96096
97797

100loo

F

4
7
0
7
0

comb

3.434
59159.1 57757.7
98398.3 96096.0
99799.7 97797.7

1000100.0 1000100.0
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the range for the well missionaries fell between 88 and

634 it was suspected that four well missionary monthly cost

reports extending from 475 to 634 were estimates for missionary

couples not for single elders or sisters missionary couples were

not supposed to file joint reports but may have done so in these

instances

diet

unfortunately much of the data gleaned from the diet

question ie over a three day period how many times average

do you eat from each of the foods listed belowbelow11betow meat milk

fruits vegetables cereals and grains was suspect as it appeared

after reviewing individual reports that many of the missionaries

responded to the question by estimating food intake for only one day

consequently these 24hour24 responseshour biased the whole sample and

therefore any interpretation based on this dietary data is disputable

tables 13 14 15 16 and 17 on pages 515351 demonstrate53 data break-

down on the number of servings ill111117itt and well missionaries ate of the

milk meat fruit vegetable and cereal food groups respectively

milk

from an overall view ill missionaries consumed milk products

once a day as the reported median mode and mean over a threedaythree

period

day

was 3 3 and 34 respectively well missionaries related

similar averages for milk products ie

149 159

11

3.37337 for the mean 3 for

the median and 3 for the mode the relatively low number of

servings for a threedaythree periodday is partially accounted for because
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11li

746796

22222
47447
10510
14114

5

100loo

2
4
5
1

8

0

cumfcamf

22222
69669
80180
94294

100lookoo

100loo

2
6
1

2
0

0

table 14

frequency distribution of ill111 and well missionaries
by the number of times they ate from the meat

group during a threedaythree periodday
dec 1979

51

table 13

frequency distribution of ill111 and well missionaries
by the number of times they ate milk products

during a threedaythree periodday
dec 1979 march 1980

health status

ill111 wellwenwel
mimilk1 k

serving

010

232

1

454
3

676
5

8108
7

total

10

ct

73
167
34
60
23

357

march 1980

m wellwenwel
meat

serving

010

232

1

454
3

676
5

898
7

ct

9

91
192
54
30

4

204
472

92
168

64

204

245
518
145

81

245
763
908
989

288
458
147
107

288

893

768

58

100.010001000
0

total 371 100.01000 100.01000 177 100.01000 100.01000

100loo1000

100loo

6
8
6
0

0

ct

38
81
18
24
10

171

cumfcumpcamf

24.5245
76.3763
90.8908
98.9989

100.01000

ct

51
81
26
19
0

cumfcurfcamf

28.8288
74.6746
89.3893

20.4204
47.2472
9.292

16.8168
6.464

1000100.0

cumfcamf

20.4204
67667
76
93693

24.5245
51.8518
14.5145
8.181
1.111

28.8288
45.8458
14.7147
10.7107

0

22222.2 22222.2
67667.6 47447.4 69669.6
76876.8 10510.5 80180.1
93693.6 14114.1 94294.2

1000100.0 5.858 1000100.0

1000100.0 1000100.0 1000100.0
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camfcumfcurfcurp

020 1422 38238.2

tablefablefabie 15

frequency distribution of 111illlillit and well missionaries
by the number of times they ate fruit during

a threedaythree periodday
dec 1979

illlil111 we i i

ct

66gg

99gg

ooo000
ooo000

ooo000 ooo000

tablefable 16

frequency distribution of 111ill and well missionaries
by the number of timesfines they ate vegetables

during a threedaythree periodday
dec 1979

16lg

ill111

16lg

cumfcamf

cumfcamf

156

52

march 1980

ct

march 1980

vegetable
serving ct ct

69 39239.2 39239.2
343 1634 43843.8 66 37537.5 76776.7
575 497 13.2132 34 19319.3 96.0960
787 108 2.626 7 4.040 1000100.0
9109 610 1.616

1112 2 5.5

total 372 1000100.0 1000100.0 176 1000100.0 1000100.0

0
0 cumfcamf cum F

0

well

11 12

68 39

21
18

42 53

84

382 392 392
438 375 767
132 193 960

26 40
glo

668 668 339 339
53 721 427 766

178 899 152 918
43 942 35 953
42 984 47

382
820
952
978
995

668686.866.8 58 339393.933.9
107 721212.172.1 73 766666.676.6
65

4.24294294.2 6 5.35395395.3

15 8.48498498.4 8 100000000.0100.0
6 100000000.0100.0

365 100000000.0100.0 177 00000.01000100.0

9.999 26 181.8
16

66.8668 33.9339
5.353 42.7427

17.8178 89989.9 15.2152 91891.8
4.343 3.535
4.242 4.747
1.616

100.01000 100.01000

38.2382
82.0820
95.2952
97.8978
99.5995

100.01000
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111illiliiti missionary reports on fruit serving were similar to the

111IIIlil

uellwellueli

19lg og09

91gl

ooo000 ooo000

ooo000 ooo000

fruitpruit

milknilk and meatneat groups once again the median and moderoodehoode were 3

logtog

53

table 17

frequency distribution of and rellwell missionaries
by the number of times they ate cereals and

grains during a threedaythree periodday
dec 1979 march 1980

lereais anoana illiii111 welweiuel
grains

servings ct CF ct

01 43

of a lack of availability of milk products in some of the surveyed

countries

meat

meat servings for ill111lit missionaries during a threedaythree periodday

ranged from 090 portions9 the meanrean median and modenode were 2.828 3

and 3 respectively wellweil missionaries ranged from 070 servings7

during three days and their reported meannean mediananddianandme mode was 2.727

2 and 3

CF

35

0 1

53 43
89
67 80

28

27

log
434 553 434 543
255 689 148 691
178 867 189
133 120

119191.911.9 19 109090.910.9

232 1563 553535.355.3 76 543434.354.3

454 495 689898.968.9 26 691919.169.1

676 747 867676.786.7 33
100000000.0100.0 21 00000.01000100.0

total 360 00000.01000100.0 175 100000000.0100.0100.010001000

8.080
8108 3810

11.9119 10.9109
43.4434 43.4434
25.5255 14.8148
17.8178 18.9189
13.3133 12.0120

100.01000
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although the mean was 3.535 well missionary estimates appeared

slightly lower than the ill measurements as their mean was 3.232 the

median was 3 and their mode was 1

vegetables

111illitt missionaries reported eating an average of three servings

of vegetables over a threedaythree periodday specifically their mean was

3.14314 their median was 3 and their mode was 3 eighty percent of

the ill missionaries ate vegetables between 232 times3 during the

specified threedaythree timeday limit well missionary averages appeared

close to their counterpart as their mean was 3.16316 their median was

3 and their mode was 1

breads and cereals

the mean for the ill missionaries was 4.08408 servings while the

median and mode were both 3 the range spanned between 090 portions9

with the majority 53.6536 falling between 131 well3 missionaries

ranged between 0100 with10 most 52.6526 falling between 131 their3

mean median and mode was 4.15415 3 and 3 respectively

without exception both well and ill missionaries reported

eating fewer portions than recommended in all the food groups if

the missionaries had followed rigidly the 22442 basic2 food4 group4

formula then they should have averaged 66126 combining6 fruits12 and

vegetables 12 for three days obviously the nutritional intake

of these sampled missionaries was lacking if indeed the data received

is depicting an accurate diet picture which is highly doubtful

35

32

314

316

536

526

415
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obstacles to proper diet

in addition to the question on food servings the research

survey asked missionaries what obstacles they encountered in

maintaining a balanced diet table 18 summarizes the responses

received from this question on page 56

As shown before in tabular format both ill and well mission-

aries approximately 40 of each group listed cost as the key

obstacle to eating balanced meals cost was followed by time co-
nstraints approximately 28 as the next greatest obstacle lack

of availability of certain foods came in third with about 14 of the

vote preparation factors approximately 11 followed lack of

availability and a catchallcatch categoryall labeled other accounted for

about 7 of the remaining responses in each group

diagnoses of ill111lil missionary health conditions

figure 1 portrays the proportional amount of ill missionary

health conditions by diagnosis there were 369 premier initial

reports received which had responses to question 6 question 6 asked

the illlillit missionaries to specifically describe the nature of their

health conditions these health conditions were then classified

into one of the following eight categories

1 respiratory

2 gastrointestinalgastro

3

intestinal

urogenitaluro

4

genital

orthopedic

5 emotional

stra ints
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69gg
66gg

66gg
106log

cumfcamf ct cumfcamf ct cumfcamf

147 39.2392 39.2392
107 28.5285 67.7677
48 12.8128 80.5805
47 12.5125 93.1931
26 6.969 100.01000

77 42.5425 42.5425
51 28.2282 70.7707
29 16.0160 86.7867
12 6.666 93.4934
12 6.666 100.01000

224 40.3403 40.3403
158 28.4284 68.7687

77 13.8138 82682.6
59 10.6106 93.2932
38 6.868 100.01000

375 100.010001000 100.01000 181 100.01000 100.01000 556 100.01000 100.01000

table 18

frequency distribution of 111ill and well missionaries
by obstacles to eating balanced meals

dec 1979 march 1980

111ill wellwelt both

ctobstacles

cost
time
availability 82 6
preparation
other

total

392 392
285 677
128 805
125 931

425 425
282 707
160 867

934

403 403
284 687
138 826

932
68
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FREQUENCY distribution OF ILL missionaries
BY DIAGNOSIS FOR PREMIER INITIALS
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6 oraoralorai

7

1

skin

8 miscellaneous

respiratory conditions led the list of health problems as

47.7477 of the missionaries suffered from some sort of respiratory

ailment next in count were gastrointestinalgastro problemsintestinal 21.7217 and

they were followed by orthopedic injuries 9.292 eight and nine

tenths percent of the missionary health conditions fell into the

other category while 4.141 of the conditions were skin disorders

skin disorders were followed by oral and emotional problems uro-

genital disorders came in last with 1.111

duration of illness

table 19 shows the duration of illness or injury experi-

enced by missionaries as a result of their health conditions data

used to calculate the average duration of missionary illness came

only from missionaries whose illness was completed by the time they

turned in their premier initial report those individuals whose

illness lasted longer than one week and thus who had not recovered

from their illnessinjuryillness wereinjury asked to give the date the illness

injury developed efforts were not made to trace how long the

unrecovered missionaries took to regain their health

two hundred eightytwoeighty premiertwo initial reports from ill111lit
missionaries evidenced that 54.6546 of these individuals were well

within three days 85.1851 were well within seven days and 93.3933 were

477

217

92

41

546

851 933
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table 19

frequency distribution of ill111 missionaries
by total days duration of illness

dec 1979 march 1980

days

010

232

1

474
3

8148
7

152115
14

229922
21

total

99

ct

66
88
86
23

8
11

282

234
312
305

82
28
39

234
546
851
933
961

63

718

23.4234
31.2312
30.5305
8.282
2.828
3.939

1000100.0

CF

23.4234
54.6546
85.1851
93.3933
96.1961

100.01000

100.01000

well within two weeks the mean for this variable was 6.363 days

while the median and mode were 3 and 2 respectively

if all initial and subsequent reports were taken into account

for the missionaries who responded to question 6 in days only

excluding unrecovered illness and hour responses then the mean for

432 responses was 7.18718 days both the median 3 days and the mode

2 days were the same figures found in the premier initial analysis

the measures of central tendency were computed from range extremes

of 0 and 99

while it would not be statistically pure to compare averages

computed from premier initials utilizing both days and hours against

all initial and subsequent reports which computed averages utilizing

only days unmistakable similarities in the mean median and mode

did appear thus it may be that the premier initial reports were

valid indicators of duration of illness
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preexistingpre conditionsexisting

figure 2 depicts ill missionaries preexistingpre conditionsexisting by

medical classification while not clearly shown from the figure

there were 381 out of 385 will missionaries who reported their

injuryillnessinjury wasillness not a result of conditions which existed before

their mission strangely however 47 missionaries specified what

the nature of their preexistingpre injuryillnessinjuryexisting wasillness

of the 47 reported conditions 12 were classified as

respiratory ailments four were categorized as gastrointestinalgastro

problems

intestinal
1 was termed a urogenitaluro conditiongenital 7 were listed under

orthopedic injuries 3 were oral problems 1 was itemized as a skin

condition and 19 were so unique that they did not fall into any

major category

well missionaries were also asked a question regarding

preexistingpre conditionsexisting ie whether there were any illnesses or

injuries they experienced prior to their mission that bothered them

since being in the mission field of the 184 responses 143 77.7777

answered negatively and 41 22.3223 replied positively unfortunately

specific descriptions of these preexistingpre illnessesexisting were not

analyzed

previous episode

in close correlation to question 8 regarding preexistingpre

conditions

existing

was question 9 concerning previous episodes of illness

injury A preexistingpre illnessexisting or injury was classified as such if
the missionary had experienced his health condition as a result of

777

223
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a situation which existed before his mission A previous episode

referred to a health condition which had occurred previously on his

mission

of the 380 missionaries who responded to question 9 on their

premier initial reports 201 52.9529 reported they had experienced at

least one episode previously on their mission one hundred seventy

nine or 47.1471 responded that their illnessinjuryillness wasinjury not preceded by

a previous episode

lost proselyting time

in addition to requesting information from missionaries

regarding the duration of their health conditions the survey also

asked missionaries to estimate the number of lost proselyting hours

accumulated during their illnessinjuryillness tabularinjury responses to the

questionnaires loaa query on ill111 missionymissionemis lostsiony proselyting time is

found in table 20 on page 63

As seen in table 20 115 or 30.7307 of the 375 ill missionaries

who answered question loaa reported no loss of proselyting time while

ill or injured nevertheless 249 premier initial forms which did

report lost proselyting time evidenced a mean for this variable to be

15.141514 hours a median 10 hours and a mode 10 hours eighty

percent of these missionaries reported losing 24 hours or less

although the range extended from 0 to 83 hours

if one took into account all initial and subsequent reports

received for this variable then 426 observations were obtained

all three measures of central tendency were similar to the premier

529

471

307
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tabletablbabl 20

frequency distribution of 111111IIIlilillliiili missionaries by estimated
hours of lost proselyting time due to illness

or injury
dec 1979

91gi

march 1980

missionaries
lost time

companions
lost time

missionaries and
companions total

lost time

hours lost ct cum F ct cum F ct cum F

0120
132413

12

254825
24

497249
48

7314473
72

165

144

36
34
13

1

66.3663
14.3143
13.7137
2.222

4.4

66366
80780
94494
99699

100lootoo

3
7

4
6
0

184
29
20

7

e

663
143
137

22

767
120

94
39

767
887

454
263
124

68

454
717

932
84.1841841
93.2932

100.010001000

total 249 100.01000 100.01000 240 100.01000 100.01000 251 100.01000 100.01000

76.7767
12.0120
9.494
3.939

76.7767
88.7887
97.1971

100.01000
100.01000

114
66
31
22
18

45.4454
26.3263
12.4124
9.191
6.868

45.4454
71771.7

66366.3
80780.7
94494.4
99699.6

1000100.0
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initials ie the mean was 15.431543 hours whilewhite the median was 10

hours and the mode was 10 hours

another portion of question 10 asked ill missionaries to

estimate how many hours of lost proselyting time their companions

experienced while they were sick two hundred fortynineforty premiernine

initial responses were received in answer to this question overall

companions losttost less proselyting time than the actual sick or injured

missionary the mean for this variable was computed to be 10.471047

hours while the median was 6 hours and the mode was 0 the range

extended from 0720 hours72

when these results were compared to tabulated findings

acquired from all initial and subsequent reports similar outcomes

were obtained the range spanned from 0 to 76 hours with a mean

median and mode of 10.591059 hours 6 hours and 0 hours respectively

ninety percent of the companions were estimated to have not lost

more than 25 proselyting hours because of illinjuredill missionariesinjured

total lost proselyting hours were tallied for all premier

initial reports by adding the injuredillinjure missionariesdill lost hours

with the companions lost hours in allaltail 6281 hours of proselyting

time was lost by missionaries due to illnessinjuryillness theinjury median for

this variable was 15 hours although the mean was 25.022502 hours

if total proselyting hours lost from all initial and subse-

quent reports were taken into account then 10800 hours were

reported lost over a fourmonthfour periodmonth if in turn these hours were

divided by the total number of missionaries from all missions the

average missionary lost 9.393 proselyting hours during the fourmonthfour

research

month

period attributable to illness or injury

93
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energy levels

both ill and well missionaries were asked to respond to

question llailaita and tiblib regarding energy levels question tiblib was

worded the same way on both survey sheets ie on a scale from

one to seven what is your present energy performance level

question hailaita however did not ask the same question on the two

surveys since the wording was changed to fit the health condition of

the missionary specifically on the ill survey ilallalia asked how do

you feel your health allowed you to perform your proselyting

activities excluding study time during the period of your illness

question llailaita on the well missionary form asked how do you feel your

health has allowed you to perform proselyting activities excluding

study time during the last four months simply put question ilaliaiialla

on the ill survey was concerned solely with energy levels during

illnessinjuryillness whileinjury on the well survey it focused attention on

energy levels during a fourmonthfour periodmonth table 21 illustrates the

energy level data obtained from question 11 a

three hundred seventyoneseventy illliilil111one missionary responses to

question ilallalia were computed into a mean of 3.35335 a median of 3 and a

mode of 2 while a majority of ill missionaries reported lowtow

energy levels a surprising 42.3423 rated their energy levels to be

four or above even while ill
these high ratings might have been partly the result of

missionaries overanxious desires to please their mission presidents

whom they might have felt would see their reports another

explanation for some of the high ratings might have been respondents

423
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table 21

frequency distribution of ill111itt117 missionaries
by energy level

dec 1979 march 1980

energy
level

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

total

during illness presently

ct

74
79
61
40
49
42
26

371

11

15
26
35
68

117
97

369

3.030
4.141
7.070
9.595

18.4184
31731.7
26.3263

100.010001000

CF

3.030
7.070

14.1141141
23.6236
42.0420
73.7737
26.3263

100.01000

unrealistic ideas of missionary duty ie even when ill or

injured a good missionary will have enough energy to perform his

labors uncomplainingly and successfully by marking a four or

above his energy level would have been considered sufficient to

successfully perform all duties question tiblib as previously

explained referred to ill missionary perceptions of their present

level of energy the mean for the ill missionaries was 5.37537 while

the median and mode were 6 in total 58 of the ill missionaries

reported energy levels of 6 or 7

tabular energy levels of well missionaries are shown in

table 22 well missionary energy level ratings in response to

11 a were generally higher than the ill missionaries the median and

mode were both 6 while the mean was 5.56556 sixtytwosixty andtwo six tenths

percent described their energy levels as either a 6 or 7 over a

C F

llbg

lla

199
213
164
108
132
113

70

199
412
577
685
817
930

30
41
70
95

184
317
263

30
70

236
420
737
263

19.9199
21.3213
16.4164
10.8108
13.2132
11.3113
7.070

100.01000

CF

19.9199
41.2412
57.7577
68.5685
81.7817
93.0930

100.01000

100.01000

ct
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tabitabletabie 22

frequency distribution of well missionaries
by past and present energy levels

dec 1979 march 1980

past during
the four

month period present
energy
level

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

total

ct

2

0

12
0

21
6

32
1

70
7

42

1.1

179

7.7
1 7.7
1 9.9

39.1391

C

23.5235

1

100.010001000

1

7

19
37437
96

100loo1000

100loo

F

1.1

8.8
6.6

4.4
5.5

0.0

0.0

ct

3
3
5

13
33
72
51

180

1

1

2
13013
18318
40040
28328

100loo

7
7
8
0
3
0
3

0

CF

1

3
6

13313
31

71

100loo

100loo

7

3
1

3
7

7

0

0

fourmonthfour timemonth period only 7.878 described their energy level as

a 1 2 or 3 normally on a rating scale people tend to mark the

middle numbers but apparently missionaries whether well or ill tend

to rate themselves in the upper extremes

present energy levels for well missionaries were closely

comparable to ill missionaries present energy ratings the well

missionary mean for this variable was 5.37537 both the median and

mode were slightly higher at 6

adequacy of medical care

on a scale from I11 inadequate to 7 adequate ill and well

missionaries were asked to judge the quality of medical care within

their missions at the outset however it must be explained that the

ill survey form and well survey form did not ask missionaries the

e

CF

391
235

78

17 17

17 33

67 78 28
117 196
179 317

965 717

1.111 1.111 1.717 1.717
1.717 3.333

6.767 7.878 2.828 6.161
11711.7 19619.6 13013.0 13313.3
17917.9 37437.4 18318.3 31731.7

96596.5 40040.0 71771.7
1000100.0 28328.3 1000100.0

1000100.0 1000100.0 1000100.0
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same exact question in regard to adequacy of medical care ill
missionaries were asked to judge on a scale of one to seven how well

they judged the quality of medical care they received many ill
missionaries did not however receive any medical care and thus if
they answered the question could only respond on the basis of

subjective estimation well missionaries also did not receive any

medical treatment so they were asked how adequately they judged

the quality of medical care available in their area both questions

while worded slightly differently focused on the same general topic

ie how adequate were mission area medical facilities because

theche questions were so closely connected it wastjasjast felt that the

responses received from both groups could be contrasted against

each other with that explanation given a summary of the data

results follow in table 23 on page 69

the table shows 231 ill missionary responses on

adequacy of medical care were averaged and the following results

were obtained mean 6 and mode 7 in contrast

180 well missionaries reported an overall mean of 4.63463463 a median of

5 and a mode of 5 for the same variable

comparison of living conditionsnditionseditions

question 2 on both surveys asked missionaries to indicate on

a scale from 1 much worse to 7 much better how living conditions

in their current field of labor compared with those they experienced

at home before their mission both missionary groups generally

agreed that conditions in the mission field were worse than at home

co

5.22522 median
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tabletablbabl 23

frequency distribution of ill111iiiili and well missionaries by subjective
judgment on adequacy of medical care within mission field

dec 1979 march 1980

health status

adequacy 111illitt well both
of medical

care

1

2
3

4
5
6
7

ct

6
11

22
4.848

35
37
54
66

2
4
9

15215
igo16
23
28628

6
8
5
2
0
4
6

CF

2.626
7.474

16916.9
32.0320
48.1481
71.4714

100.01000

ct

12
15
23
24
37
28
37

6
8

13113
13613
21
15915
21

8.8
5.5
1.1

6.6
0.0
9.9
0.0

CF

6.868
15.3153
28.4284
42.4424
63.1631
79.0790

100.010001000

ct

18
26
45
59
74
82

103

e

26

74

320

714

68
153
284
424
631
790

44
64

145
182

253

44
108
219
364
545
747

26 68
48 85

95

210
234

210

4.444
6.464

11.1111
14514.5
18.2182
20.1201
25.3253

CF

4.444
10.8108
21.9219
36.4364
54.5545
74.7747

100.01000

total 231 100.01000 100.01000 176 100.01000 100.01000 407 100.01000 100.01000

2.626 6.868
8.585

9.595 13113.1
15215.2 13613.6
16016.0 21021.0
23423.4 15.9159
28628.6 21021.0
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as can be seen on table 24 page 71 data shown in the frequency dis-

tribution on ill missionaries comparison of living conditions was

averaged and the mean was found to be 3.37337 while the median and

mode were both 3 similarly the overall averages for 177 well

missionaries were almost identical to the ill missionary measures

ie the mean was 3.36336 the median was 3 and the mode was 3

preventive health adviceinstructionAdvice

question

Instruction

13 on the ill111 survey and question 9 on the well

survey asked missionaries if they had received adviceinstructionadvice

which

instruction

specifically helped them avoid or prevent illness or injury

for this particular question ill missionary responses were

tabulated from all initial reports subsequent reports were not

included by using allaltattatl initial reports in the analysis some bias

was introduced into the results however it was surmised that

during a fourmonthfour periodmonth preventive advice and instruction could

have been given to missionaries more than once by more than one

individual premier initial reports would have only reported on

preventive advice given previous to the first injuryillnessinjury whileillness

the use of all initial reports took into account a greater time frame

and therefore additional preventive sources thus table 25 includes

preventive advice data from all initial forms

two hundred sixtysixsixty 52.9529six initial reports from ill
missionaries indicated they had received preventive health advice

from some sources however 237 47.1471 initial reports indicated

no preventive health advice had been obtained in contrast 128

71.9719 of the well missionaries were given advice while 50 28.1281

tribution

529

471

719 281
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tabletablbabl 24

frequency distribution of 111ill and well missionaries by comparison
of living conditions in mission field

with living conditions at home
dec 1979

19lg
61gi
ltit 16lg

march 1980

living
conditions

rating

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

ct

27
68

114
108

37
17

7

111illili

7.171
18.0180
30.2302
28.6286
9.898
4.545
1.919

cum

7
25125
55355
83983
93793
98198

100loo

F

1

1

3
9
7
1

0

ct

20
28
53
41
25
11

2

healtheath stc

well

47
96

167

62
28

9

both

8.484
17.2172
29.9299
26.7267
11.1111littil
5.050
1.616

cum F

8.484
25625.6
55.6556
82.3823
93.4934
98.4984

100.01000

total 378 100.01000 100.01000 180 100.01000 100.01000 558 100.01000 100.01000

e

status

8 471
180
302
286

98
45

156
294
228
139

789

989

84
172
299
267

50

84
256
556
823
934
984

71 11.1111ttl
15.6156
29.4294
22.8228
13.9139
6.161
111.1

attusttus

cum

11
26726
56156
78.9789 149
92892
98.9989

100

F

1

7
1

8

0

ct

7.171
25125.1 26726.7 25.25
55355.3 56156.1
83983.9
93793.7 92892.8
98198.1

1000100.0 1000100.0
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table 25

frequency distribution of ill111iliiti and well missionaries
by advice received on prevention of illness

includes all initial reports
dec 1979 march 1980

physician
self
mission president
companion
other miscellaneous
MTC

member
nurse
dentist
pharmacist

ill111

106
90
73
65
58
41
30
23
16

6

well

53
51
55
24
46
35
11

10
12

6

both

159
141
128

89
104

76
41

33
28
12

were not those ill and well missionaries who responded affirma-

tively to question 9 could mark one or more advice sources on the

survey thus total figures from both groups were higher than actual

number who responded

days of hospitalization

table 26 illustrates the number of hospitalized days

experienced by ill missionaries during a fourmonthfour periodmonth in order

to accurately calculate total days of hospitalization experienced by

ill missionaries all initial and subsequent reports were utilized

hence based on 651 initial and subsequent reports 17 reported some

form of hospitalization for a total of 49 days the range extended

from 0 evidently five missionaries were hospitalized for less than

one day to 15 days A mean was computed and found to be 2.828 days

the median and mode were both 1 day

28
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table 26

frequency distribution of 111ill missionaries by days
hospitalized includes all initial and

subsequent reports
dec 1979 march 1980

days

1

3
4
5
6

10
15

total

ct

6
1

1

1

1

1

1

12

50050
8
8
8
8
8
8

100loo

500
583
666
749
832
915

325800

9308

83
83
83
83
83
83

ill111iliiti missionaries who spent money on hospitals medical

practitioner bills or medications were asked to rnederarneder an account

of their expenditures in these areas A univariate analysis was

conducted on these expenditures using all initial and subsequent

reports and the following results were reported

hospital costs

thirtyfivethirty missionariesfive reported spending a total of

3258.00325800 on hospital expenses the total was especially high

because of one california missionary who incurred hospital costs of

1800.00180000 the range limit consequently the mean expenditure was

93.089308 which did not accurately reflect the average amount spent

0.0
3.3
3.3

3.3

3.3

3.3

3.3

0.0

CF

50.0500
58.3583
66.6666
74.9749
83.2832
91.5915

100.01000

100.01000

total cost of illness

50050.0
8.383
8.383
8.383
8.383
8.383
8.383

1000100.0
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by missionaries on hospital bills the median was 100010.00 as 54.3543

spend 10.001000 or less on hospital expenses

medical practitioner costs

A total sum of 4827.00482700 was spent by 102 missionaries for

practitioner services the mean payment from a dollar range of 0 to

450.0045000 was 47.324732 although the median was computed to be 10.001000

medication costs

one hundred sixty missionaries reported medication expenses

ranging from 0 to 200 dollars total medication expenditures

accumulated to 1657.00165700 for the group most medication purchases

were not large however as the mean payment was only 10.351035 and the

median was even less at 5.00500

total costs

total medical costs incurred by 204 missionaries spanned from

0 to 2330.00233000 fiftyninefifty percentnine of the missionaries spent a

sum of 10.001000 or less an additional 25 spent between 110050.00110050001100

consequently

5000

over 75 of the missionaries who reported paying

medical expenses in actuality spent 50.005000 or less the median

expenditure for total medical costs was 7.50750 the mean of 50.835083

was much higher than the other averages because of extreme medical

expenses incurred by a few missionaries in california table 27

resummarizessummarizesre this data in tabular form

543

482700

45000 4732

1035

500

233000

5000

750 5083
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table 27

frequency distribution of 111illili missionaries by total
cost of illness includes all initial

and subsequent reports
dec 1979 march 1980

amount of
dollars

0100
115011

10

5110051
50

101500101
100

500
500

total

ct

120
50
11

21
2

204

58.8588
24.5245
5.454

10.3103
1.010

100.01000

CF

58.8588
83.3833
88.7887
99.0990

100.01000

100.01000

general linear model procedures
subproblem I1

after a univariate analysis was conducted on the foregoing

data two general linear models were devised in order to test for

levels of significance between independent and dependent variables in

hopes of satisfying the purpose of subproblem I1 the first model

attempted to discover relationships between the independent variables

of mission health sex and their interactions with the following

dependent variables age nativity months in field laboring city

population monthly mission cost living conditions diet pre-

existing conditions energy levels and adequacy of medical care

these variables were substituted into the statistical formula

individually and thus the effect of each dependent variable on the

model was studied separately this statistical model is written

below in mathematical format

C F

588
245

54
103

588
833
887
990
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE mu mission sex mission x sex

health mission x health sex x health

mission x sex x health error

because of the nature of the overall studies the analyzers

were most interested in the relationship between health and the

dependent variable consequently while all levels of significance

of .0505 level will be reported in this thesis tabled results and

interpretations will only be attempted for relationships in which

dependent variables significantly correlated with health andor its
interactions

age 568 observations

the first dependent variable studied in the model was age

mission sex mission x sex health and mission x health were

significantly related to age at 05.05

specifically well missionaries were generally older than

ill missionaries the least squares mean for well missionaries

was 26 years of age in contrast to 23.6236 for ill missionaries in

further analysis it was discovered that well missionaries from

california philippines japan mexicor4exico and new zealand were older

while ill missionaries from bolivia and england were slightly older

than their well counterparts table 28 details these results in

numerical format

native 568 observations

another dependent variable studied was whether nativity

nativity referred to being a native of the mission area was

i nteracti ons

05

05

236
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table 28

age least squares means of 111ill and well
missionaries by mission

health status

mission

california
philippines
japan
mexico
england
bolivia
new zealand

total

ill111lit

30.033003
21.312131
22.7622762276
21.1121112771
23.312331
25.992599
21.3521352135

23.552355

well

42.5542554255
22.292229
22.882288
23.102310
21.502150
22.422242
27.292729

26.00226002

significantly related to health in the model used this relation-

ship was not found to be significant nativity was significantly

related to mission and sex however and those findings were probably

a function of mission calls

months in field 568 observations

months in the field was significantly related to health at

the .039039 level table 29 below shows the calculated months in

table 29

months in field least squares means
of 111illiti and well missionaries

missionaries

ill111117

well

months in field means

9.26926

11.091109

039
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field mean for ill and well missionaries As shown in this table

well missionaries had served longer than ill such a finding

supports an unpublished report authored by dr ferguson in 1975

monthly cost of mission
533 observations

all variables in the model were significantly related to

monthly spending except sex of greatest interest to this analysis

was the fact that health and mission x health were significantly

correlated with spending at the .00010001 level table 30 shows how

health and its interaction relate to cost

well missionaries reported spending 206.8920689 per month as

opposed to ill111itt missionaries who spent 188.2618826 per month in a

specific breakdown well missionaries spent more than ill mission-

aries in every mission except mexico additionally both female

table 30

monthly mission cost least squares means of 111ill
and well missionaries by mission

monthly mission cost means

mission ill111iti wellvellvelt

california
philippines
japan
mexico
england
bolivia
new zealand

total

222.3822238
146.7014670
231.6423164
151.1515115
215.7021570
146.1014610
171.2217122

188.261882618826

317.953179531795
149.891498914989
249.212492120921
125.581255812558
257.932579325793
149.4814948
198.2119821

206.9020690

20689

18826
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and male well missionaries spent significantly more than ill sample

and finally female well missionaries spent more than female ill
male ill and male well missionaries in all missions except mexico

in mexico male ill missionaries reported spending more than either

male well or felamefelace well missionaries female ill missionaries did

not report

one possible interpretation of this data was that mission-

aries who spent more money on better food better accommodations

and better clothing did not get ill as often the one exception to

this hypothesis was mexico obviously in that country other factors

were coming into play which are presently unaccounted for

no other relationship was found to be significant to months

in field except sex female missionaries because they serve for

only 18 months had a significantly lower least squares mean than

male missionaries who typically serve for two years

laboring city populationvpopulation
426 observationsobservationt

according to the model used population of city was not

significantly related to health mission and sex however were

found to significantly correlate to population these relationships

are functions of mission areas and calls

comparison of living conditions
in mission field to home

557 observationsobservati
the only significant relationship in this model was between

mission and the dependent variable neither health nor its inter

ci

57 Ob servati ons
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actions were significantly related as to how missionaries viewed

their present living conditions with living conditions experienced at

home

just for interests sake missionaries in new zealand viewed

their mission as most closely comparable to their home situation
new zealand was followed by mexico and then by japan california

was ranked fifth and was followed by england the philippines and

bolivia ranked sixth and seventh respectively

adequacy of medical care
405 observations

table 31 summarizes missionary views on the adequacy of

medical care as health status was the only variable significantly

related to adequacy of medical care

generally ill missionaries judged the quality of their

health care to be higher on the scale than well missionaries

perhaps the ill missionaries higher rating was a function of

experience

table 31

adequacy of medical care least squares
means by 111ill and well missionaries

missionaries

ill111lil
well

adequacy of medical
care means

5.34534

4.67467467

534
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diet

As previously reported the data obtained on diet was suspect

because it appeared that many missionaries reported food consumption

for onedayone onlyday while others reported food intake for a threedaythree

period

day

there was no accurate way of clearly delineating between

missionaries who reported 24hour24 recallhour and those who reported 72

hour recall so data was studied on the assumption that servings

were reported for three days

meat 496 observations the only significant relationship

computed was between mission and meat missionaries laboring in the

philippines reported eating 3.78378 servings of meat over a threedaythree

period

day

missionaries in bolivia came in next with their reported 3.434
servings over three days they were followed by missionaries serving

in california who averaged 3.04304304 meat servings over 72 hours the

rest of the missions reported averages of under three servings for

three days specifically they were new zealand 2.85285 mexico

2.56256 japan 2.17217 and england 2.16216

milk 496 observations mission mission x health inter-

action and mission x sex x health interaction were all significantly

related to milk intake specifically by mission california mission-

aries reported consuming more milk products than the other missions

surveyed this mission was followed by new zealand mexico england

japan bolivia and the philippines respectively

another area studied in the milk group serving analysis

was the mission x health interaction unfortunately there

was no consistent pattern evident between mission x health

di et

34

285

256 217 216
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interaction and milk intake ill missionaries reported consuming

more milk products in the philippines mexico england bolivia

and new zealand well missionaries reported more milk product

consumption in the US and japan table 32 demonstrates the

lease squares means for the mission x sex x health interaction in

correlation with milk group servings

As seen in the table above there was also no consistent diet

pattern evident between mission x sex x health and milk intake

consequently the threewaythree interactionway was of very little value

because health and diet conditions in the seven surveyed areas were

so different

fruit 496 observations mission sex health and mission

x health interaction were all significantly related to fruit
consumption table 33 illustrates health and fruit relationship

as well as the mission x health and fruit correlation in concrete

terms this table is showing that missionaries serving in the

philippines reported eating more servings of fruit for a threedaythree

period

day

than any other group while missionaries in bolivia reported

eating the least amount in addition ill missionaries typically

ate more fruit than well

vegetables 496 observations mission and sex were two

variables which related significantly to vegetable intake health

however was not significantly related to the vegetable intake

cereal and grains 496 observations mission and mission x

sex interactions were significantly related to cereal and grains
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table 32

milk group least squares meansheans of ill111ili and
well missionaries by mission and sex

m
mission

california
philippines
japan
mexico
england
bolivia
new zealand

male

4.76476
1.60160160
2.56256
4.07407
3.87387
2.44244
4.58458

milk groi

female

3.73373
.8080

2.33233
6.00600goo
4.42442
1.43143
4.86486

jp means

well

malemate

5.11511

femapema

.8989

I1

3.19319

e

3.42342
3.55355
1.68168
4.52452

female

8.00800
1.33133
2.33233
3.00300
4.00400
3.60360
3.67367

table 33

fruit group least squares means of 111illili
and well missionaries by mission

fruit group means

mission

california
philippines
japan
mexico
england
bolivia
new zealand

m

3.42342342
5.04504
5.15515
4.93493
3.46346346
2.67267267
4.35435435

well

4.92492
5.56556
3.08308
2.38238
2.92292
2.72272
3.07307

total 4.15415 3.52352

group

80
511

89
319

504
515

238

415
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consumption once again however health was not found to be

related to the dependent variable

another multivariate test utilized in this analysis on

missionary diet was the wilks criterion it was used to determine

whether mission sex and health had an overall effect on food

intake from this matrix it was determined that there was a .00010001

chance that mission had no overall effect on diet and a .044044 chance

that sex had no overall effect on food consumption health was not

considered to be significant however as there was a .303030303030 chance

that health had no overall effect on food intake when health

nevertheless interacted with mission there was only a .044204420442 chance

of no overall mission health effect all other interactions when

tested with statistical matrices were not significant

energy levels 542 observations

measurements from both ill and well missionaries regarding

their present energy levels were obtained from the surveys and then

plugged into the original general linear model mentioned previously

no variables were significantly related to present energy

levels at the .0505 level

another model employed in the general linear models

procedure of subproblem I1 was based on analysis of variancecovarianceco

this statistical test was employed to determine certain variables

plugged into the model had predictive value for missionary injury

or illness the dependent variables in this model consisted of

ill missionary lost proselyting time companion lost proselyting

time and combined lost proselyting time these variables were

044

05
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studied separately so only one dependent factor was found in the

model at a time

on the right side of the model equation mission sex and

their interaction were always included as independent variables

in addition the following independent variables were substituted

separately into the equation hours of time lost diagnosis

preexistingpre conditionexisting preventive instructionadviceinstruction medicationadvice

nativity age months in field laboring city population monthly

mission cost this analysis of variancecovarianceco model is shown in mathe-

matical format below

DEPENDENT VARIABLE mu mission sexmission x sex

added independent variable mission x

added independent variable sex x added

independent variable error

A description of the results which accrued from the use of

this statistical formula follows

time lost vs mission x sex mission sex and their inter-

action were placed into the model alone without the addition of

another independent variable to determine if any significant

relationship existed between the independent variable and the three

dependent variables ill missionary time lost was not significantly

related to mission or sex or their interaction companion time lost

and total time lost however were significantly related to the

mission x sex interaction

sex mission
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table 34 displays the calculated least squares means for

hours of total time lost by mission x sex no apparent explanatory

pattern was visible
g

the R for the model incorporating total time lost as the

dependent variable was computed to be .1010 thus 10 of the

variability of total time lost was explained by the independent

variables and their interactions

time lost vs diagnosisdiagnosi the second models procedure

employed in the analysis added reported diagnostic conditions as an

independent variable ill missionary time lost was not found to

be significantly related to anything but the mission x sex inter-

action nevertheless both companion time lost and total time lost

were significantly related to diagnosis mission x sex and sex x

diagnosis interaction in addition companion time lost was also

significantly correlated to mission and mission x diagnosis
0

interaction the R for the total time lost model was .3434

table 34

least squares means of total time lost
by mission x sex interaction

missionary x sex

mission

california
philippines
japan
mexico
england
bolivia
new zealand

female

10.501050
24.382438
7.67767767
2.00200200

10.001000
6.13613

16.501650

male

4.94494
9.00900
6.77677

13.6413641364
12.5812581258
18.2918291829
10.681068

2
34

613
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tabular results were not included in this portion of the

analysis as least squares means of diagnosis and its interactions
had no meaning since diagnosis was a categorical variable further-

more the statistical analysis system did not estimate least squares

means for companion time lost versus mission and for companion time

lost and total time lost versus mission x sex interaction this

lack of data was due to missing cells while SAS is able to

compute sum of squares with missing cells it is not programmed to

give least squares means if missing cells are present

time lost vs preexistingpre conditionsexisting the next independent

variable substituted into the model was whether or not ill mission-

aries reported their illnessinjuryillness toinjury be a result of a preexistingpre

condition

existing

only 40 ill missionaries reported their health condition

to have had a preexistingpre historyexisting ill time lost was not found to

be significantly related to any independent variables in the model

this also held true for companion time lost and total time lost not
0

surprisingly the R for the total time lost model was .5252

time lost vs preventive adviceinstructionAdvice illInstruction time lost

companion time lost and total time lost were all significantly

related to the mission x sex interaction when preventive advice

was added into the model companion time lost however was only

found to be significantly related to preventive advice table 35

reports this relationship in numerical format

this table illustrates the point that when an ill missionary

was disabled enough to cause hisheraisher companion to lose proselyting

time usually the ill missionary had received some form of preventive

advice tables were not constructed to show the relationship

52
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table 35

least squares means of companion time lost

companion time lost

no

yes

7.00700

12.951295

between mission x sex interaction and the dependent variables

because it was felt that the relationships were not as pertinent
0

to the analysis as other correlations the R for the total time

lost model was 17.17

time lost vs medication when medication was taken by ill
missionaries for a health problem it was found to be significantly

related to allaltatiatl three variables additionally mission x sex inter-

action was significantly correlated to ill time lost and companion

time lost the rar2 for the total time lost model was .1515 tabular

results between total time lost and medications taken are not given

because of missing cells

time lost vs nativity when missionary nativity was added

to the model once again the mission x sex interaction was found to

be significantly related to the three dependent variables nothing
2

else was found to be significantly correlated the R for the

total time lost model was 14.14

time lost vs age age was the next independent variable

added to the model ill time lost was not significantly correlated

with age or any other variable both companion time lost and

total time lost however were significantly related to mission and

2

missi
I1

on

R
2

nat 0

1

17

15

14
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mission x age these relationships were probably a function of
0

mission calls the R for the total time lost model was .1515

time lost vs months in field the mission x sex interaction

was the only significantly related variable to companion time lost

and total time lost when months in field was added to the model

ill time lost was not significantly related to any variable the
0

R for the total time lost model was 13.13

time lost vs laboring cityciz population when laboring city

population was substituted to the model no variables were found to

be significantly related to the three dependent variables the
0

R for the total time lost model was 15.15

time lost vs monthly mission cost the last variable

substituted into the model was cost ill time lost was not signifi-

cantly related to cost or the other independent variables companion

time lost and total time losttost were however significantly related to

mission x sex interaction and cost x sex interaction tabular format

was not possible for the cost x sex interaction due to missing cells

the R for the total time lost was .1111

chisquarechi testsquare of two nominal
variables of subproblem I1

in addition to the two general linear procedures performed

a chisquarechi testsquare was done to see if two categorical variables were

related ie sex and health the results of this test indicated

that sex and health were not significantly related in the mission

field it is suggested however that more research be done in this

2
15

13

15

sube reblemoblem
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area as only 28 well female missionaries and 68 ill female mission-

aries were compared to 155 well male missionaries and 320 ill male

missionaries

subproblem II11

subproblem II11 of this thesis asked the following question

what social and emotional factors as reported by mission presidents

were related to missionary health in order to answer that question

mission presidents who administered the seven surveyed missions were

asked to rate each missionary within their respective missions who

took part in the research program on four different areas these

areas included missionary effectiveness emotional health

interpersonal relationships and motivation and enthusiasm see

appendix the rating scale ranged from I11 to 4 1 signified poor

4 signified excellent A univariate analysis on these scaled

responses was conducted as well as a general linear models procedure

the results obtained are described below

effectiveness

three hundred eightytwoeighty individualtwo ratings concerning ill
missionaries effectiveness were obtained from 7 mission presidents

these administrators judged 81 of the ill missionaries as either

good 3 or excellent 4 on this factor the mean median and mode

for this variable was 3.17317 3 and 3 one hundred eightythreeeighty wellwelithree

missionary ratings also averaged around 3 as that number was the

reported median and mode the mean was slightly higher at 3.23323

mi ssionaries

317
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table 36 illustrates the frequency distribution of this variable

in tabular format

A general linear model was developed based on the 565

observations received to determine whether health status was signi-

ficantly related to missionary effectiveness the model used is

represented below

missionary effectiveness mu mission health mission x

health error

the only variable which was correlated to effectiveness at the 05.05

level was mission that finding implied mission presidents varied

significantly in their overall judgment ratings

emotional health

table 37 summarizes the responses received from mission

presidents on missionary emotional health As can be seen in the

table mission presidents gave the majority 77.5775 of 382 ill

table 36

frequency distribution of ill111iiiili and well missionaries
by missionary effectiveness rating

dec 1979 march 1980

missionary missionary health status
effectiveness

rating ill111ililii well comb

I11 poor 3 8.8 3 5.5

2 fair 67 17.5175 28 15315.3 95 17.3173
3 good 171 44.8448 85 46.4464 256 45.3453
4 excellent 141 36.9369 70 38.3383 211 37.3373

total 382 100.01000 185 100.01000 565 100.01000

fi cantly

Ilis sionslon

05

775

175 153 173

448 464 453
369 383 373
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table 37

frequency distribution of 111ill and well missionaries
by missionary emotional health rating

missionary missionary health status
emotional

health rating 111illiti well comb

1 poor 8 212.1 1 0.505 9 1.616
2 fair 78 20.4204 17 9.393 95 16.8168
3 good 147 38.5385 79 43.2432 226 40.0400
4 excellent 149 39.0390 86 47.0470 235 41.6416

total 382 100.01000 183 100.01000 565 100.01000

missionaries either a 3 or 4 score on emotional health the mean

median and mode were 3.14314 3 and 4 respectively by comparison

183 well missionaries were scored similarly their mean was 3.36336

their median was 3 and their mode was 4

such a similarity of responses is deceiving when contrasted

with findings derived from the following model

EMOTIONAL HEALTH mu mission health mission x health

error

both mission and health were found to be significantly related to

emotional health specifically a least square means for well

missionaries was slightly higher than means for ill missionaries

the independent variable mission was also significantly related to

emotional health once again that finding was thought to imply a

judgment difference among mission presidents table 38 demo-

nstrates the relationship of emotional health and health status

through numerical means

21 05
204 93 168
385 432 400
390 470 416

314
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table 38

least squares means of emotional health
ratings by missionary health status

dec 1979 march 1980

missionary health status
least squares means for
rmotionalemotional health ratings

111illlillii
well

3.16316

3.36336

interpersonal relationships

table 39 shows that there were 382 observations received

from mission presidents who rated illi11itt missionaries on interpersonal

relationships fortyfiveforty percentfive of the ill missionaries were

given an excellent rating the mean for this variable was determined

to be 3.35335 the median was 3 and the mode was 4

As seen above a majority 53.6536 of the 183 well mission-

aries received a 4 rating it was therefore not surprising that the

median and mode were also found to be 4 the mean followed closely

behind at 3.46346
A general linear model was devised to determine whether

health was significantly correlated with interpersonal relationship

the model employed is written below

interpersonal relationship mission health mission x health

error

statistical analysis found mission to be the only variable which was

significantly related to interpersonal relations

relation

316

536
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100loo

r

2
8
0

0

missionary

well

healthhealt

14

status

71

98

183
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tablefable 39

frequency distribution of 111ill and well missionaries
by missionary interpersonal relationship rating

dec 1979 march 1980

missionary
relationship

rating

1

2
3
4

total

ill111

39
171
172

382

7

38
53653

100loo1000

h sti

7

8
6

0

itus

comb

53
242
270

565

march 1980

missionary
motivation & missionary health status
enthusiasm

rating

1

2
3
4

illm111

9
62

138
173

4
36636
49

5
2
6
2

comb

10
87

205
263

1

15415
36336
46546

1388
94

428
478

24
162
361
453

77

18

42

492

111ill117 and well missionaries
by missionary motivation and enthusiasm rating

dec 1979

9.494
42.8428
47.8478

100.01000

motivation and enthusiasm

the last variable mission presidents were asked to rate their

ill and well missionaries on concerned motivation and enthusiasm

table 40 organizes the presidents responses in numerical form

in total 383 ill missionaries received a computed mean of 3.24324

table 40

frequency distribution of

2.424
16.2162
36.1361
45.3453

well

1

25
67
90

8.8
4.4
3.3

5.5

total 382 100.01000 183 100.01000 565 100.01000

10210.2 7.777
44844.8
45045.0 53653.6

1000100.0 1000100.0

1.818
4.242 15415.4

36636.6 36336.3
49249.2 46546.5
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a mean of 3 and a mode of 4 one hundred eightythreeeighty wellthree mission-

aries also received a median of 3 and a mode of 4 the mean

however was 3.34334334

A general linear models procedure was used to determine

whether or not health was significantly related to the dependent

variable this model is symbolized below

motivation AND enthusiasm mu mission healthmission x

health error

mission was the only independent variable which was significantly

related to motivation and enthusiasm

in addition to the four general linear models employed to

determine significant relationships between dependent and independent

variables a wilks criterion multivariate analysis was also

conducted to test the hypothesis that mission health and their

interactions had no overall effect on the four dependent variables

the criterion analysis resulted in the finding that there was only a

.00010001 chance that mission had no overall effect furthermore the

analysis also indicated there was only a .028302830283 chance that health

had no overall effect thus it may be stated that mission and

health on an overall basis did significantly effect the ratings of

missionaries on social and emotional factors

health mission
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SUMMARY

statement of problems

the main purpose of this study on mormon missionary health

was to determine the effect of illness and injury on missionary

activity time in addition two subproblems were also studied the

first subproblem attempted to ascertain the effect of selected

variables on ill missionary losttimelost andtime other dependent factors

and the second subproblem sought to find out what social and

emotional health factors as reported by mission presidents were

related to missionary health

review of literature

A review of the literature revealed a general lack of

research on the subject of missionary health the majority of

studies done however centered on hepatitis and showed that quarterly

gamma globulin injections significantly reduced the amount of

hepatitis experienced in the mission field

procedure

missionaries from seven randomly selected missions were asked

to submit a missionary illness and injury report every week they were

96
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sick or hurt during a fourmonthfour periodmonth these reports requested

information concerning the missionaries health conditions all

missionaries who submitted a report were classified in the ill
group missionaries who did not however turn in a report were

categorized as well and at the end of the fourmonthfour periodmonth a

sample from this group was surveyed retrospectively concerning their

health conditions

twentyseventwenty randomlyseven selected mission presidents comprised

a third group of surveyed individuals seven of the 27 mission

presidents administered missions who participated in the missionary

health research project these seven individuals were asked to judge

every missionary within their mission who took part in the health

research in terms of certain social and emotional factors further-

more all surveyed mission presidents were requested to report the

incidence of specified emotionally disturbed behaviors within their

mission

data was returned to the church office building in salt lake

and placed on computer tape the statistical analysis system SAS

was utilized to analyze the data analysisanalyst of variance variancecovarianceco

and chisquarechi testssquare were employed to determine if significant

relationships existed between various dependent and independent

variables

findings

based on the data collected in this study the following

findings were reported

s
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1 estimated ill missionary and well missionary activity

times over a threemonththree periodmonth were not significantly different from

each other at the 05.05 level of confidence

2 the most common missionary health problems were

respiratory ailments gastrointestinalgastro difficultiesintestinal and ortho-

pedic injuries

3 A vast majority of ill missionaries reported their

illnessinjuryillness wasinjury not a result of any preexistingpre conditionexisting

developed prior to their mission

4 almost 53 of ill missionaries experienced at least one

episode of their illnessinjuryillness previouslyinjury in the mission field
5 on the average 9.393 proselyting hours per missionary were

lost due to injuryillnessinjury overillness a fourmonthfour periodmonth

6 of the ill missionaries 40.6406 indicated they received

no treatment for their illness or injury

7 preventive health instruction was usually given to

missionaries by physicians and mission presidents

8 surveyed missionaries reported a total of 49 days of

hospitalization

9 of the missionaries who incurred medical costs 75

spent 50 or less on their recovery

10 well missionaries were generally older in age than ill
missionaries

11 sex was not significantly related to missionary health

theirillness

05

93

406
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12 the number of months in the field was significantly

related to the health of the missionary generally well missionaries

had been serving longer than ill missionaries

13 the population of the city wherein the missionary was

serving was not significantly related to missionary health

14 monthly mission costs were significantly related to

missionary health

15 ill missionaries generally judged the adequacy of their

missions medical care higher than well missionaries

16 the major obstacle to eating balanced meals was reported

to be cost by both ill and well missionaries

17 present energy levels between ill and well mission-

aries were not significantly different

18 individually mission effectiveness interpersonal

relationships and motivation and enthusiasm were not significantly

related to missionary health status however on an overall basis

the three foregoing variables were significantly related to health

19 well missionaries were judged higher by mission presi-

dents on a scale regarding emotional health than were ill
missionaries

20 computed rates for illnessinjuryillness placedinjury the seven

surveyed missions in the following rank order englandlondonengland eastlondon

new zealand wellington philippines dabaodavao california fresno japan

toykyo south bolivia lapaz mexicomexicomexico citymexico north

21 total proselyting time lost was significantly related to

the type of diagnosis and whether or not medication was taken
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conclusions

the following conclusions were made from the results of this

study

1 mission circumstances varied so vastly from each other

that across the board generalities regarding missionary health

problems were difficult to make

2 overall missionaries were found to be a very healthy

group of individuals as compared to employed US white collar blue

collar service and farm workers during the year 197519761975 411976

3 most of the injuriesillnessesinjuries experiencedillnesses by mission-

aries did not cause a great deal of losttost proselyting time

4 missionaries do not appear to be eating adequately

balanced diets

5 the majority of missionaries appear to be well adjusted

as reported by mission presidents

recommendations

As a result of this study the following recommendations are

suggested

1 publish a handbook on health promotion techniques for

missionaries within specified mission regions include nutritional

quick menus based on local foodstuffs

2 teach health minicoursesmini tocourses missionaries at the mission

training center these minicoursesmini couldcourses promote preventive health

hygiene and warn about health hazards peculiar to the specific

mission area
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3 include a health seminar on health problems at the

mission presidents orientation meeting

4 develop a yearly survey instrument on missionary health

to be filled out by missionaries and mission presidents of allaltaitatl spec-

ific missions

5 recommend that prospective missionaries who go to

college before their mission take a basic health course

6 request that ill111 missionaries fill out their report forms

after completion of their illness

recommendations for further study

1 A specific study on female missionary health conditions

would be beneficial

2 A study on the health of mission presidents and their

families would be advantageous

3 A sensitive survey instrument to study missionarymissionarmissional diet

and to study the amount of psychosomatic illness needs to be

developed

4 A study on specific health conditions and problems of

missionary couples is needed

5 the area of emotional health of mormon missionaries has

been relatively unresearchedresearchedun A study on this subject has tremendous

implications

6 A study on the feasibility of calling retired physicians

on missions to strategic areas with their purpose being to look after

missionary health would be advantageous

i y
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7 A revised instrument survey form would prove beneficial

as it would accomplish the following

a contain more precise information on missionary health

b allow for the questioning of the same missionaries

during the first six months and during the last six months of

their mission thus matched comparison of the missionaries

could be made to see if culture shock and new responsibilities

are partially responsible for illnesses

c include a method of data collection which will allow

anonymity of the missionary reporting his illness or medical

history this could be done by assigning each missionary the

last four digits of his social security number if the mis-

sionary is not a US citizen then have the mission president

assign him a four digit number this would allow missionary

companions zone leaders mission presidents etc to answer

a questionnaire about the missionary from each persons

viewpoint that would be very beneficial to research no one

in the mission field is to know what any other person says

except as it may concern eccleastical authority it is

assumed that a mission president however fair will influ-

enced in his medical report from the information he sees if
viewing the forms filled out by missionaries also mission-

aries are likely to be more open in filling out a medical

form if they knew it wasnt going to be reviewed by those in

authority over them

d include information that may deal with emotional or

psychosomatic illness see appendix for forms
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mission presidents survey of missionary illness and injun

instructions please complete this surveysunvey form and return it with all accurnuiaiedjcurruiiied Mnlissionaryssionr illness and
injury reports and 111ili iinklissionarymissionary profiles for the four morith period your assistaneassilanesilaneassistantasassi iIsstane greatlyge appreciatedatl

mission date

I11 how many hours per week have ou instructed your missionaiesmissionariesmission toatesaies spend in proselyting activities
including study timentime9timea hours per week

2 please estimate the total number of proselyting hours excluding stud time lost among your
missionaries each month due to illnesses and injuries hours

3 please indicate the dollar value of missionhomemission expenseshome US S per month going towards the treattreittreatmentment
and care of illnesses and injuries among your missionaries by filling in the spaces below

office calls for medical reasons S medications S

surgeryspecialSurgery medicalspecial procedures S other S

totalmonthTot Salmonth

4 please indicate by circling a number between I11 and 7 on the scale below how adequate you would judge
the quality of health care facilities and services that are readily available to the missionaries in your
mission

not adequate in quality 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 adequate in quality

5 which of the following food groups is most neglected by your missionaries0missionaries

meat milk fruits vegetables cereals and grains

6 what would you consider to be the greatest obstacle to your missionaries in eating regularly from the above
food groups9 check one

cost time availability preparation other

7 please indicate the estimated number of cases for the following kinds of illnesses orot injuries which have
occurred in your mission during the past twelve 02 months

estimated estimated
illness or injury no of cases illness or injury no of cases

1 colds flu other upper 9 orthopedic problems of
respiratory infections knee foot back ankle
sore throats hip or other joints

2 other infections hepatitis 10 heart or circulatory
malaria yellow fever problems
typhoid etc eye or earcar problems

3 T 12 cavities wisdom teeth
other skin infections other oral problems

4 fleas scabies lice headaches nausea
5 stomach aches diarrhea fatigue

amoebic dysentery food sprains strains or
poisoning appendicitis dislocations
other intestinal disorders

15 broken bones

16 frostbite
17 other

6 heat exhaustionstrokeexhaustion

7

stroke

cuts andor abrasions

8 kidney bladder or
genital problems

107

surve y

da te

you
time

groups

12

boils impetigo fungus

i

11

13

14 spra i ns

0
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8 information concerning the social and emotional health of your missionaries is also vitalitalvitaiitai to this study these
factorfactors are difficult to measure but we will appreciate your judgments in responding to the following

number of current number of current
missionaries you missionaries you
know to be estimate are
experiencing this experiencing this

indicators ofsocialemotionaisocialemotional problems difficultdifficulty difficulty

1 difficulty sleeping or falling asleep

2 sick much of the time with colds headaches
stomach upsets and other minor ailments

3 withdraws from others does not likeilke to
associateassouateassonateassou withate other missionaries

4 shows little or no emotion either happy
or sad

5 cannot get over guilt from past mistakes

6 overly sensitive to the opinion andor
criticism of others

7 continually worried about something

8 constantly discouraged or depressed

9 constantly elated

10 compulsively performs certain rituals such
as constant hand washing

11 feels that others companions
investigators membermembers etc cannot be
trusted

12 ridged demanding and controlling of
others

13 rapidly jumps from one idea to other
disconnected ideas no logical or under
standablestan sequencedable to thought patterns

14 feels tired most of the timetune

15 must always have his own way

16 total number of individual missionaries
exhibiting one or more of the above
indicators of socialemotionalsocial problemsemotional

9 what is the one most serious health problem faced by missionaries in your missionmission7missione

10

7

do you have any additional health concerns that we have not addressedaddressed7 please describe them

mission presidentpresidents s signature date

s

of Social Emotional

s

ot he rs

7
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ILLmissionaryillmissionary PROFILE

instructions please complete this profile and attach it to the illness and injury reportsrepurts of the missionary
whose name appears on this sheet both the missionaryillmissionaryill profile and all illness and injury reports should be
forwarded at the end of the fourmonthfour periodmonth to the missionary department

missionarys name

mission

please indicate below how effective you judge this missionary to be in his or her proselyting assignment how well
adjusted you feel the missionary is emotionally and socially and how much personal energy this missionary
exhibits in the performance of his or her mission calling

excellent good fair poor

teaches and proselytes effectively

emotionally healthy and happily
engaged in missionary work

gets along well with companion
and others

Is selfmotivatedself andmotivated enthusiastic
about the work

initials of mission president
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wellmissionary PROFILE

instructions please complete this profile on thetiietile missionary whose name appears on this sheet mail
directly to the missionary department in salt lake city

missionarys name

mission

please indicate below how effective you judge this missionary to be in his or her proselyting assignment how
well adjusted you feel the missionary is emotionally and socially and how much personal energy this missionary
exhibits in the performance of his or lierheriieriler mission calling

excellent good fair poor

teaches and proselytes effectively

emotionally healthy and happily
engaged in missionary work

gets along well with companion
and others

Is motivatedselfmotivatedself and enthusiastic
about thetiietile work

initials of mission president

WELL missionary
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missionary ILLNESS AND INJURY REPORT FORM

instructions complete this form and send it to the mission home each week in which ouyou experience a new
illness or injury or a continuation of a previous illness or injury different unrelatedundatedunmated illnesses or injuries occurring in
the same week should be reported on separate report forms

name age sex M F height weightheight
mission national homeland

todays date number of months in the field months
name of city town or village in which you labor approx population

monthly cost to labor in your mission

how many illnesses or injuries are you currently reporting one9 only two or more

Is this report the first one youve filed on this illness or injury or a subsequent report due to thellietlletile continuation of a
previous illness or injuryinjury9 initial subsequent

I11 please enter the average number of hours per week you estimate you have worked during the past three months
in missionary activities include study time

hours per week

2 please indicate by circling a number between I11 and 7 on the scale below how living conditions in your current
field of labor compare with those you experienced at your home before your mission

much better 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 much worse

3 over a threedaythree periodday how many times average do you eatcat from each of the food groups listed belowbelow9belows
indicate the number of times in each catagorymatagorycat agory

milk fruits vegetables cereals and grains

4 what would you consider to be the greatest obstacle to eating regularly from the above food groups9 check one

cost time availability preparation other

description of illness

5 please check the items below which best describes tilethetlle nature of your current illness or injury

cold flu other upper respiratory infection orthopedic problem of knee foot back
sore throat ankleankie hip or other joints
other infection hepatitis malaria yellow heart or circulatory problem
fever typhoid etc eye or ear problem

cavities wisdom teeth other oral problem
fleas scabies lice headache nausea fatigue
stomach ache diarrhea amoebic dysentery

f broken bone

heat exhaustionstrokeexhaustion stroke frostbite

cut andor abrasion other

kidney bladder genital problem

6 please explain exactly what the illness or injury consisted of or was diagnosed as

7 how long did this incident of illness or injury lastlast9lasta days hours

if you are still ill or injured give the date the illness began or injury occurred

8 was the illness or injury a result of a condition which existed before your mission9missionemission yes9 no

if yes what was the nature of the preexisting illness or injury9

9 have you experienced this same illness or injury before on your missionmission9missione yes9 no
if yes a how many times have you experienced it9ita times

b how long since you last experienced ito days weeks months

in

meat

groups

natu re

ank ae1e

sprain strain or dislocation
food poisoning appendicitis other
intestinal disorder

b

it

it
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10 did the illnessinjuryillness causeinjury you to losejoseiose amann hours of preset ting timen excludingexcludng stud tirnetimebirne
yes no

D yes a how many hours of time were lost hours
b how many hours of tune did your companion lose during your illness 1 hours

11 please indicate by circling a number between I11 and 7 on the scale belov
a how you feel your health allowed vouyou to perform your prosel ting activities ecludng

during the period of your illness or injury

maximum energy level 7 6 5 4 3 2 I11 greatly reduced energy level

b how you are presently performing

maximum energy level 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 greatly reduced energy level

description of treatment

12 did you receive advice andor treatment for this illness or injury yes no
if yes from whom did you receive such advice or treatmenttreatment9treatments9

physician nurse MTC other indicate
self a member pharmacist
companion mission president dentist

13 have you received advice and or instruction which has specifically helped you avoid or prevent liine or
injuryinjury9 yes no
if yes from whom did you receive such advice or instruction 9

physician nurse MTC other indicate
self a member pharmacist

companion mission president dentist

14 did you take any medication for this illness or injuryinjury9 yes no
if yes who recommended or prescribed the medication0medicationmedications0

physician nurse MTC other indicate
self a member pharmacist
companion mission president dentist

15 do you take medications vitamins or other products w aichhich you feel have aided ou in preventing illnessillness9
yes no if yes what are you takingtaking9takings

who recommended or prescribed the medication vitamin etc
physician nurse MTC other indicate
self a member pharmacist
companion mission president dentist

16 were ou hospitalized for your current illnessillness9 yes no
if yes for how longlong9ionglonga daydays

17

s

please indicate by circling a number between I11 and 7 on the scale below how adequate you would judge the
quality of the medical care you received

adequate in quality 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 inadequate in quality

18 if treatment was required for your accident or illness please indicate below in US dollars all associated costs
medical practitioner S medication S

hospital S total costs S

19 please check below who paid for or who in your understanding will pay associated treatment expenses

self parents mission insurance

medical practitioner
hosptial
medication

20 are ou personally covered by a health insurance policypolicy9 yes no dont know

21 are there additional comments or insights which you could provide which might help us understand this
illness or accident and usits impact upon your missionary workwork9worke

proselyting t
i me study

proselyting

A

illness

which you

recommendefor

you

you

9

9
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missionary ILLNESS AND INJURYPJURYdjury REPORT FORM

name age sex M F height weighheightweightseighselgh

mission

t

national homeland

todays date number of months in the field months

name of city town or village in which you labor approx population

monthly cost to labor in your mission

1 please enter the average number of hours per week you estimate you have worked during the past three months
inm missionary activities include study time

houshours per week

2 please indicate by circling a number between I11 and 7 on the scale below how living conditions in your current
field of labor compare with those you experienced at your home before your mission

much better 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 much worse

3 over a threedaythree periodday how many times average do you eat from each of the food groups listed belobelowbeio
indicate the number of timestunestumes in each category

meat milk fruits vegetables cereals and grains

4 what would you consider to be the greatest obstacle to eating regularly from the above food groups7
check one

cost time preparation other

description of illness

5 please check the iternsitems below which best describes the nature of the most common illnesses or injuries inm
your mission

cold flu other upper respiratory
infection sore throat

other infection hepatitis malaria
yellow fever typhoid etc

boils impetigo fungus other skin
infection

fleas scabies lice

stomach ache diarrhea amoebic
dysentery food poisoning
appendicitis other intestinal
disorder

heat exhaustionstrokeexhaustion stroke

cut andor abrasion

kidney bladder genital problem

orthopedic problem of knee foot
back ankle hip or other joints
heart or circulatory problem

E e or ear problem

cavities wisdom teeth other oral
problem

headache nausea fatigue

sprain strain or dislocation

broken bone

frostbite
other

6 are there any illnesses or injuries you experienced prior to your mission that have bothered you since being
in the mission field

yes no

if yes what was the nature of the preexisting illness or injuryinjury7

7 in the last tourioui months how many hours of proselyting time have you lost due to the illnesses or injuries of
your companitrrcompanions

in

groups

eye

p riorbior

7

sterns
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I1 nj

missionrussion president

tietle excluding study timetinie
during the last fourfolh months

maximum energy level 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 greigrlgrelarl ha reducedaly energy level

b how you are p esentiv performing

maximum energy level 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 G eatlcatl reduced energy level

description of treatment

9 have you received advice and or instruction which has specifically helped you avoid liness or injuryjury
yes no

if yes from whom did ou receive such advice or instructioninstruction9instructions9

jeitlesjvitles

118

8 please indicate b circling ad number between I11 and 7 on the scale below

a how you feel v our health ha allowed you to perform proselvtmgproselyting act

physician a member dentist

self other indicatmdicapindicanmdiind cancaP
companion MTC

nurse pharmacist

10 do ou take medications vitaminsita ormins other products which you feel have aided you in preventing illnessillness7

yes no

if yes what are you taking

who recommended or prescribed the medication vitamin etc

physician a member

self mission president other indicattmdicatrindicant

companion MTC

nurse pharmacist

11 please indicate b circling a number between I11 and 7 on the scale below how adequate you would judge the
quality of medical care available m your area

adequate in quantyquahtquahty 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 inadequate inm qlafityqialiq

12 please check below who in your understanding would be responsible to paypav forfo respective treatment
expenses if you were to become ill or have an accident

self parentsparens mission insurarceinsurance

medical practitioner

hospital

medication

13 are you personally covered b a health insurance policedpolicefpobcypobbypoli

yes

cercefcyr

no dondont t know

14 are there any additional comments or insights you could provide to help us understand wh you have
successfulllysuccessfulilysuccessful avoidedllyilyliy becoming sick or injured during the last four months

by

your has

ou presentlyy
1

gleafly

andor 1 i

you

M TC

you in

dentist

by
in

in

by

why

7

icat

indi catt

ins
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REVISED missionary HEALTH SURVEY

BY RAYMOND G BRISCOE PHD
research associate
for the church of jesus christ
of latterdaylatter saint5saintssaintaday

directions

I11

2

3

4

this form is to be filled out by all missionaries during the first
six months of their mission specifically if a missionary does get
sick during the 6 month survey period he is to fill it out on the
first day after he is back proselyting if a missionary
does not get sick during the 6 month survey period he should fill
it out at the last day of the 6 month time frame

mission identification number

missionary identification number
please list the last four digits

of your social security number
if you do not have one list a four
digit number assigned by the mission

companions identification number

over the last 10 weeks how many hours per week would you estimate
you spend in the following activities please circle your response

less than
3 hours

3 to 5

hours
6 to 7

hours
8 to 9

hours
10

hours

a studying the scrip-
tures

b studying the gospel
other than scriptures

c preparation day work

d preparation day recre-
ation

less than 213021
20

30
hours hours

314031
hours

40 41 50
hours

516051

hours
60

e actively teaching the
gospel or trying to
find persons to teach

f other mission related
work

thelast

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

61
hours

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6
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5 please circle the number that best represents how you would judge

excellent OK poor
a the quality of diet 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

you had at home

b the quality of diet 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

you have presently

6 how many days have you eaten the following foods during the last week

milk 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

meat 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

fruitsvegetablesfruits 1vegetables 2 3 4 5 6 7

cerealsgrainscereals 1grains 2 3 4 5 6 7

7 on the last day that you or your regular cook prepared your own food
how many servings of the following food groups did you have

a milk 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

b meat 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

c fruitsvegetablesruitsvegetablesfruits 1vegetables 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

d breadscerealsbreads 1cereals 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

7aaa has your food consumption more than less than about the same
during the last week been normal normal as normal

milk 1 2 3

meat 1 2 3

fruitsvegetablesfruits 1vegetables 2 3

cerealgrainscereal 1grains 2 3

8 which of the following do you consider to be an obstacle in eating a
regular diet from the above food groups

major obstacle obstacle no obstacle
a money 1 2 3

b time 1 2 3

c food unavailability 1 2 3

d ability to prepare food 1 2 3

e other 1 2 3

specify

regularcook

f
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9 please circle all the numbers that apply to your health history

illnesses had the ill had illness had illness had illness have ill-
ness frequent frequently more than once on mis ness now
ly at home on mission once on mis- sion

sion

cold flu 1 2 3 4 5

sore throat
upper res-
piratory in
fectionfaction

other infecinfer 1 2 3 4 5

tion hep-
atitis malaria
typhoid etc

boils impetiimpett 1 2 3 4 5

go fungus
other skin in-
fection

fleas scabies 1 2 3 4 5

lice

stomach ache 1 2 3 4 5

diarrhea amoe
bic dysentarydysentery
appendicitis
other intestianiintes
disorders

tiani

heat exhausechaus 1 2 3 4 5

tionstroketion

cut

stroke

andor I1 2 3 4 5

abrasion

kidney blad 1 2 3 4 5

der genital
problem

orthopedic 1 2 3 4 5

problem of knee
foot back an-
kle hip or
other joints

heart or cir 1 2 3 4 5

cubatoryculatorycul prob-
lem

atory

eye or ear 1 2 3 4 5

problem

pir atory
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illnesses had the ill had illness had illness had illnessilliii haveliessTiessiless ill-
ness frequent frequently more than once on mis ness now
ly at home on mission once on mis sion

sionionslonlon
cavities 1 2 3 4 5

wisdom teeth
other oral
problem

headache nau 1 2 3 4 5

sea fatigue

sprain strain 1 2 3 4 5

or dislocation

broken bone 1 2 3 4 5

frostbite 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

other

10 please explain exactly what the illness or injury consisted of or was
diagnosed as

1111 how many days hasdidhassid your medicaledical problem last circle response

less than one
one
two
three
four to five
six to ten
eleven to fifteen
sixteen to twentyfivetwenty
twentysixtwenty

five
plussix

12 in your judgementjud isgement your current or recent medical problem related
to previous home illnesses or injuries

yes I1
no 2

dont know 3

if yes what is the relationship

13 how many hours have you lost less 6- 11 21 31 more
during the last 7 days because than 5 10 20 0 50 than 51

of illness 1 2 3 4 5 6

6

m

1

2

3

4
5

6
7

sixteeneteen 8
9

1 ost
30
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less 6 11 21- 31 more
14 how many hours have you been than 5 10 20 30 50 than 51

unable to effectively study 1 2 3 4 5 6

15 how many hours have you been 1 2 3 4 5 6
unable to spend in effective
relaxation

16 how many hours has your ill 1 2 3 4 5 6

ness made you unable to spend
in proselyting activities

17 how many days was your ability imparedimpaired to teach and seek contacts effec-
tively during this current illness

less than one two three five seven
one four six plus

1 2 3 4 5 6 a days greatly effected
1 2 3 4 5 6 b days somewhat effected
1 2 3 4 5 6 c days with no effect

18 how many days were you in the hospital during thishis last illness

one two three five seven
four six plus

1 2 3 4 5

19 did you go to the office of a physician or to a hospital to be eatedtreatedcreatedbated
for this illness circle response

yes I11

no 2

20 how available are the following to you

very available available not available not available at al

quality physician 1 2 3 4

quality nurse 1 2 3 4

quality pharmacist 1 2 3 4

quality dentist 1 2 3 4

21 how much help to you are the following for good medical advice

very helpful somewhat helpful not very helpful not helpful at all

yourself 1 2 3 4

your compan 1 2 3 5

ion

A local mem 1 2 3 5

ber

t
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very helpful somewhat helpful not very helpful not helpful at al

MTC 1 2 3 4

mission 1 2 3 4
mother

mission 1 2 3 4

president

welfare ser 1 2 3 4

vice mission-
aries

22 how much do the following individuals know about you or care about you

cares carecares doesnt doesnt knows knows doesnt doesnt
about abouabout care care me me know know me
nynuu very me some about about very some me at all
much what me very me hard- well what well

much ly at allail

your companion 1

A local member 1

A person at the MTC 1

district leader 1

zone leader 1

mission mother 1

mission president 1

23 to whom do you go to seek medical advice and what medical advice have you
been given circle all that apply

recommended
a medical
product or
method to
solve a me-
dical problem

received ad-
vice andor
treatment for
illness that
was helpful

received ad-
vice andor
treatment for
illness and
did not help

received ad gave me re-
vice andor commendations
treatment for on how to pre
illness and vent illness
became worse

recommended
a medical
product or
method to
prevent ill-
ness

self
companion
local member
mission mother
mission president
MTC

nurse
pharmacist
dentist
physician

s
t

1 X a 11

2 3 4 1 2 3 4

2 3 4 1 2 3 4

2 3 4 1 2 3 4

2 3 4 1 2 3 4

2 3 4 1 2 3 4

2 3 4 1 2 3 4

2 3 4 1 2 3 4

adv ice

and or commendationsactions

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

president 2 3 4 5 6

2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6
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24 in your judgementjud howgement would you define your mental state during the
last two to three weeks

very depressed depressed happy very happy
1 2 3 4

25 how many letters have you received from home during the last thirty days

no letters one letter two letters three letters four letters five
1 2 3 4 5 6

26 do you have personal problems of concern back home with family or friends

significant personal moderate personal no personal
problems problems problems

1 2 3

27 are you having personal problems with individuals in your mission

significant personal moderate personal no personal
problemsroblems problems problems2roblemproblem

1 2 3

28 are you finding your work assignments to be

very repetitive somewhat repetitive somewhat differ very different
ent and new and new

1 2 3 4

29 before you came on your mission did you wonder if you would have illness
while you were on this mission

definitely wondered probably wondered did not wonder did not at all
if I1 would if I1 would if I1 would wonder if I1 would

1 2 3 4

6
30 did you expectex2ectexsect that problems of a medical nature would occur after you

got in the mission field

definitely expected probably expected probably did not definitely did
it would it would expectex2ectexsect it would not expect it would

1 2 3 4

31 height in inches

32 weight in pounds

PLEASE CIRCLE THE CORRECT RESPONSES

33 sex male 1

female 2

Eoblemsobrems

2 s
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I1

I1

I1
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34 age

35 marital status

36 native country

18 19 years
20 years
21 years
222322 years23
242924 years29
306530 years65
65 years

single never married
single divorced
single spouse deceased
marriedharried

USA

4

canada
mexico
great britain
other

37 number of months
in the field

name

first six monts
last six months

38 please indicate what sources money is coming from to pay for your mission
percentages

self
parents
other family
ward or stake
other

10070

1

2

3

4
5

6
7

2

singlegie 3

2

3
4
5

2
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missionary COMPANION FORM

directions to missionary companions

please respond to questions 6136 as13 they relate to you and respond
to questions 151 as5 they relate to your companion your mission president
and zone leader will also be filling out questions 1 5 in relation to your
companion

mission number

missionary identification number

missionary companion number

1 how much help to your companion are the following for good medical advise

somewhat not very not help
very helpful helpful helpful ful at all

a himselfherselfHimself 1Iherself 2 3 4

b yourself 1 2 3 4

c A local member 1 2 3 4

d mission training center 1 2 3 4

e mission mother 1 2 3 4

f mission president I1 2 3 4

2 please judge yourself in relationship to your companion

a you care about you care about you do not care you do not care
him very much him somewhat about him very much about him at all

1 2 3 4

b you know him you know him you do not know you do not know
very well somewhat very well him at all

1 2 3 4

3 in your judgementjud wouldgement your companion say

a you care about you care about you do not care about you do not care
him very much him somewhat him very much aboutbout him at all

1 2 3 4
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4 in your judgementjud dogement you feel your companion anticipated that is
wondered if he would have illness while on his mission

definitely wondered probably wondered did not wonder did not at all
if he would if he would if he would wonder if he

would

1 2 3 4

5 did your companion expect that problems of a medical nature would occur
before he got in the mission field

definitely expected probably expected probably did not definitely did
they would they would expect they would not expect they

would

1 2 3 4

6 over the last 10 weeks how many hours pereer week would you estimate you
spent in the following activities please circle your response

less than 3 to 5 6 to 7 8 to 9 10
3 hours hours hours hours hours

a studying the scrip 1I 2 3 4 5

tures

b studying the gospel 1 2 3 4 5

other than scriptures

c preparation day work 1 2 3 4 5

d preparation day recredecre 1 2 3 4 5

alionallon

less than 21 30 314031 41504140 5150 60 61
3 hours hours hours hours hours hours

e actively teaching the 1I 2 3 4 5 6
gospel or trying to
find persons to teach

f other mission related 1 2 3 4 5 6
work

7 please circle the number that best represents how you would judge

excellent OK poor

a the quality of diet 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

you had at home

b the quality of diet 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

you have presently

probablywondered

1

J
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8 how many days have you eaten the following foods during the last week

milk 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

meat 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

fruitsvegetablesfruits 1vegetables 2 3 4 5 6 7

cerealsgrainscereals 1grains 2 3 4 5 6 7

8aaa has your food consumption more than less than about the same
during the last week been normal normal as normal

milk 1 2 3

meat 1 2 3

fruitsvegetablesfruits 1vegetables 2 3

cerealgrainscereal 1grains 2 3

9 on the last day that you or your regular cook prepared your own food
how many servings of the following food groups did you have

a milk 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

b meat 1I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

c fruitsvegetablesfruits 1vegetables 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

d breadscerealsbreads 1cereals 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

10 how available are the following to you

very not not available
available available available at all

quality physician 1 2 3 4

quality nurse 1 2 3 4

quality pharmacistpharmacispharmacic 1 2 3 4

quality dentist 1 2 3 5

11 in your judgementjud howgement would you define your mental state during the last
two to three weeks

very depressed depressed happyHPPY very happy

1 2 3 4

130
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12 how many letters have you received from home during the last thirty days

no letters one letter two letters three letters four letters five

1 2 3 4 5 6

13 do you have personal problems of concern back home with family or friends

significant personal moderate personal no personal
problems problems problems

1 2 3

14 are you having personal problems with individuals in your mission

significant personal moderate personal no personal
problems problems problems

1I 2 3

15 are you finding your work assignments to be

very repetitive somewhat repetitive somewhat differ very different
ent and new and new

1 2 3 4
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ABSTRACT

the purpose of this study on mormon missionaries was to deter-
mine the effect of health on missionary activity time age sex
months in field laboring city population monthly mission cost
living conditions diet preexistingpre conditionsexisting adequacy of medical
care nativity effectiveness emotional health interpersonal rela-
tionships and motivation and enthusiasm in addition the research
attempted to ascertain the effect of the selected independent factors
on ill missionary lost time

As an outcome of the statistical analysis performed on this
studys sample the following results were obtained respiratory
disorders gastrointestinal difficulties and orthopedic injuries were
the most common health problems well missionaries were generally
older spent more money had been out longer in the field and were
judged in better emotional health than were ill111itt missionaries ill
missionaries rated the adequacy of medical care higher than their
counterparts sex activity time over a three month period and
laboring city population were not found to be significantly related to
missionary health the average amount of lost proselyting time per
missionary over a fourmonthfour periodmonth was qsjwurs9q
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